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INTRODUCTION

Dmring his lifetime, Pedro Antonio de Alarcd'n was on© 
of the most popular literary men' of Spaino Hi s fellow 
Spaniards knew him as a writer of short stories, poetry, 
diaries, travel descriptions, articles9 essays, and novels» 
They were ever anxious to read each new product of his :
imagination or observation^
■ Today, howererp .he is usually given little regard as ■

. a literary figureo The modem student learns to remember 
him by a few short stories and his two lighter novels, EL 
Sombrero.de Tres Picos and El Capitan ¥enenoo Many of his ' 

'works are virtually unknown and often unavailableo Fhrther- 
more, when one attempts to study Alarcon, one finds little 
critical material offered on him in reeent discussions or 
surveys of Spanish literature^ Most critics dismiss him 
lightly, placing him in the transitory period between romantic 
elsm and realism,.and giving brief mention of his best-known 
workSo Those who discuss him at any length Usually limit - 
their discussion to one phase of his work* To gain a real 
understanding of him, it becomes necessary to investigate 
.periodicals and other critical works published during his 
lifeiimeo . '

This thesis attempts to explain and improve the existing 
situation by providing a comprehensive picture of Alarcon8 s ;
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life and workso It is thus hoped that the student of today 
may gain a greater appreciation, of this man and his place 
la Spanish :literatur@o ; > /



CHAPTER ONE: . BIOGRAPHY

A view into the life of Pedro Antonio de Alarcon j 
Ariza reveals a variety of aotivltles9 attitudes9 and Ideas» 
The piotur® 'begins, in 6-uadlxs a provinoe of Granada9 where 
he was, horn on March 10, 1835» There h© passed his ehild« 
hood and early adoleseene® with his family9 a distinguished 
and nohle oneg there he reeeived his first artistio impres* 
slons in the old Cathedral9 the life and soul of GuadlXo^

A precocious childj, Pedro first started to primal 
school at the age of three and one-half years9 completing 
his work there when he was nine0 He followed this with the 
study of Batin grammar9 which he finished in two and one- A 
half .joarso The next three years saw him studying philo
sophy at the Seminary of Guadixb He completed his work 
there on June 169 184?g on September 23 of the same year8 
when he was only fourteen9 he was approved and given the 
degree of baehiller In Granada» The next month he began to 
study law at the University'of Granada9 but had.to leave 
after three months because of lack of fundsHis family 
had lost most of its fortune in the Wars of In dependence 9 
and as Pedro was the fourth of ten children9 there was not .. 
enough money to keep him in sehoolo

Shortly after returning to Guadix from M s  studies in , 
Granada'p he again entered the Seminary there 9 this time to

1



study theologyo In addition to his theological studies* 
however* he soon embarked upon his first literary pursuits© 
During the year 1848 he composed four dramas which w@r© pr®=> 
sented and applauded in the theater of GuadiXo^ 3?h©y were 
never availabl® for Igter criticss though* as young Pedro 
considered them not worth keeping and burned them all©- ilso 
written during these seminary years* and even earlier* were 
his first articles* novels* and poems© Almost none of these 
writings are in the definitive collection of his works selected 
and published by him* as he did not consider them worth 
publishingo^ For the same reason* his early poems are not 
to be found in his first collection of poetry in .1870© He 
did publish his first work in prose* Beseubrimient© % Paso 
del Gabo de Buena Ssperansa* written in 1848© .

Throughout his stay at the seminary* Alarcon8s desire 
for a literary career kept growing stronger* and he began to 
collect a library of his own© Sine© the religious orders
of the time had been driven out and their books placed in

\ ■: ■ ... ' A- ' ' ■ . : '■ - . : ' Athe'hands of storekeepers* he was able to obtain high quality.
works at.a fairly low price© He proceeded to read every
thing he could find* whether concerning religion* poetry*, 
history* or philosophy© Some volumes were written in French 
and Italian* which' he had never studied* but his character \ 
and will power were such that this difficulty inspired rather l 
than diseoura,ged. him © He had in his possession two copies 
of Jerusalem Libertada* one in French and the other in Gas- .
: t Ilian;', by comparing ' the two * word for word* he learned the -



French language» He mastered Italian in a like manner tj 
studying, two copies of the Aer.eldn one in Italian and one in 
Latino This task demanded of Alarcon a tremendous amount of 
efforts persistences will powers intelligences and memory/^ 

This varied and extensive reading produced a wild eon™ 
fusion'of. ideas-in the mind of young Pedro» hut all ©f his 
studiess writings and ambitions whirled toward one direction 
Madrido He felt that no one could be a great man without 
living in Madrid o' His parents tried to discourage him9 
favoring an ecclesiastical career, in which there would be 
more securityo Gonsiderlng the large number of children 
in the family9 their attitud© can be appreeiatedo Pedro - 
recognized the soundness of his father8® reasoning, and did 
not wish to cause him grief by leaving« He remained unde
cided for some time9 torn between filial love and vocation^ 
but finally became determined to abandon his ecclesiastical 
studies in favor of a literary careerj^ Having no money of 
his own9 and no,wish to desert his family and leave it in 
needp he resolved to work somehow in his own city and save 
his share of the earnings until, he had the money he needed* 

The novelist8 f©rcuat® flrrag©&. who was a friend of 
Alarcon8®g was at the time residing in Guadlsco Alarcon con
ceived the idea of founding a literary review which they 
could write in Suadix and print In Gadiz9 where Tarrago was 
well knowno Arrangements were- mad©p and thus El Eco de 
Oecldefiten a literary weekly9 was originated^ It was pub
lished for three years in Cadiz and G-ranada9 starting In



1850 c, One notices that Alarcon added three work a; to his 
collection from this periodo Two of thes© 9 El Ano en 
Spltzher^ and El Aml^o d@ la Mu®rt©o were short stories0 The 
third one was a novelg ML Final de Normao written when the • 
author was only seventeen and eighteen years old9 but not 
published until four years l a t e r '::-' 'y .
■ • At the end of three years as' a journalist 9 Alarcon 

decided that he had enough money to leave homeo This he did -
on January' 180 1853o at the age of nineteeno Upon his. -
arrival at the capital r, he went in search of an editor who 
- would publish his writingso . Like so. many young poets of 
the timep he had written a continuation ef'.Espronceda11 s 
lengthy unfinished poemn El Diablo MundOo' 0m being in^ 
formed that Esproneeda s close frlends Do Miguel de los 
' Sasatos 'Alvarezp had just published the last part of that ;
workg Alarcon quietly burned M s  two thousand verses and 
consoled.himself by attending the Teatr© Realo^

Finally9 without friends9 protectors9 or funds 9 he 
realized he had failed in his plan for fame and fortune in 
Madrid o’ Swallowing his pride 9 he returned to Guadixs where 
his family welcomed him with open arms0 Completely forgive 
ing him for leaving home d: they even made the sacrifice of ■ 
purchasing'his release .from the army9 as he had been drawn 
for military servlceo;̂  Then they gave him permission to 
live in Granada, where9 as Director of EL Eeo de Occident®o 
he continued publication with better fortune than before0 
. He remained there one y@a,rs entering and forming part of



%& CQo-rdju" a society of young writers and artlstso These 
men9 Castro y Serrano9 Moreno Hleto9 Fernan.de2 Jlmenez9 
Manuel del Palaelo.s. Salvador de Salvador^ Leandro Feres Oossfby 
Mariano V^sque2 ̂;Alaro^n9 and others were applauded highly 
in their literary performances before the puhlie of G-ranada 
in 1853 o ■ . . =:

When the news of Yiellvaro0s successful rebellion, of 
1854 arrived in Granada9 Ala.reon9 then twenty yea^s oldP 
ambitiousp and a defender of popular liberties$, became a 
revolutionary leader in that province<, After leading several 
days of hectic fighting and provoking the anger of the mi
litia and clerics with- La Redenelbnfl the newspaper which he 
founded there9 he found himself in such a dangerous situa^ 
tion that he had to kill the paper and leave0

Returning to, Madrldp he joined the old -iu®rdaao . which 
was then known as the wOolonia-Graradlnafo The society was 
nicknamed 11 Bin un Quartoo ”0 indicitive of the financial 
condition of its m e m b e r s A t  that time there was being 
published in Madrid a newspaper named El Litigot whose 
original purpose was the overthrow of the monarchy» It was 
almost 'inactive because of.criticism by defenders of the 
,monarchyo Alarcon accepted the position as director of the 
paper and began saying whatever he wished9 until his daring 
words caused him to become involved in a duel with a noble= 
man whom he had offendedo The nobleman9 Heriberto Garefa de 
Quev.edo'p challenged him in September of 1854s, but the duel
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was; not, fought until- the following year* Serving as judges 
were - the Duke of .Hivas and Do Luis (Jonzaleg- BrabOo Deserted 
by his friends, and full of grief and disillusionment 9 .
Alaro^ retained his life only through the kindness of his 
opponent 9 who fired a shot in the. air.6 This made such an 
Impression on il-aredn that he did not publish another polit# 
ieal thought from the time of the challenge until 1863b nine 
years, latere

The young writer and revolutionist then retired to 
;Segovia: for his healthy forgot politiesy and dedicated him#.. ■ 
self entirely to literatur@ 0 From then until 1857 he had 
:articles In almost every newspaper and magazine publ1shed9 
including El Occident© 9 La Disousldh.o El Orlterioi La Amiri can 
El' %use@: nhivers.al-n El Semanaflo Untoresooo La llustraclonn' 
H  Ecd Hi spanofejimericaho o. El Irindo Pinto rewco^ and El Go rreo 
d© Ultra,maro He wrote articles on custotes-y -novels,. _review#; 
of local events and travels9 and literary critioismo 

..- During this period from 1853 to 1857s when he first 
heeame acquainted with Madridj entered into revolutionary 
a©tiona0 and abandoned politics9 disillusioneds to dedicate 
himself to literature^ he composed the first sizeable group 
of works which he Considered worthy of including in his 
eollectiono This group Includes eighteen short storiess 
El Olavdfl Sinfonfa9 La Buenaventura^ Dos . Ret rate's „ La Belle za
Ideal g .EL Abrazo de Vergaras EL Ext.ran j ero p: La Go met a de 
LlaVeSn EL' Aslstentea |Buena Feseal 9 El"'Hey ge Diviert®0 Fin 
de una Hovel a n Soyfl Tengo 0 y Quieros Los Sels Velos-n
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;fleo o . ofaos o o n EX AfrancesadOo. Los 0;1os He^rosn and IViTa 
el' Baiaa-I I five articles on customs: La Fea. Lo Q;ae Se ;¥e
Oon an Jnteo.lOn La lochebuena del Poetan .Cartas a Mis. Muerfosp 
and El.. Panuelo g and three literary and artistic essays 8. £os 
?obres de Madridn La DesverK^enza« .and La R1 storio Thirty^ . 
two other select ions which appeared in g.- Eco de Oecidente . 
in 1854s; and which were omitted by Alarcon when he published 
his Obras OompletaSo have been collected by'Agustfa Aguilar
y jfejera nnder the title of Dos Angeles Gaides y Otros- Esoritos

':1 ©: . . ' . 1 -l' / - ' ' ' :

toward the end of 185? a play by Alarcon,, EL HI jo ;
was presented in the dire®- of Madrido Feelings of ^ ■ 

antagonism toward the author were present in the audience 
even before- the play begaho Many were against him because.,; 
of political or literary reasonso From the political view® ' 
point£> -the conservative® opposed him because of what he had 
"said about them in-the pastp and the former revolutionists 
were against him. for deserting their rankso From the literary 
viewpoint9 he had caused bitter feelings on the part of many 
writers; for the harsh criticism he had launched in their 
dlreetlono In spite of this opposition^ the play captured 
the audience and was. highly applauded» The individuals who 
opposed him9 howSvery refused to be defeat©do Through an 
avalanche of eritleism and misrepresentation of facts pub» 
lished in the newspapers and reviewsg they prevented honest . 
judgment of the dramao Alarcon9 deeply hurt by such injus™ 
tic©9 removed the play from the stage0 From that day 0%  he



neyer wrote for the theater nor allowed that play to he prê i 
eentedo, , .. . /

Gheated in his dramatic efforts9 and. without interest 
in politieal' affairs9 he decided to enter the "high life” 
of Madrido For two years.; he circulated in the most fashion^ 
ahle social circles of the city and was in great demand by 
alio During this time he became better acquainted with real™ 
life situations and fixed his political ideas along a middle 
path5 far from either extremeo His friendship with Pastor 
DfaZr who treated;- him as a song influenced his character. 
and made him more s e r i o u s H e  continued writing new artIs 
eles opoem s9 and' novel s during this time o' Those made avail™ 
able to readers of his collection were several short stories: 
El Oore de Angeles« has Dos GlorlaSo Eplsodios de Hochebuena« 
6For Que Era Bubiaf o El Garbonero- Al4aldea El Angel: de la 
G-uardan and Una Gonversaci^n en la Alhambrag eight pictures 
of customs: Per las de Madridn El Aho HuevOo Diarlo de;
Un MadrilehOo Bbcanada' de Humb» 81 Yo Tuvlera Glen Millones <; 
Vi sit as a la Marquesao A una Mascaran and El Garnaval en 
Madridg some literary and artistic opinions: Fannvi Edgar
Poe n. Part a a Emilio Ga.stelar<, Agustfn Bonnat n Hlstorla de uha 
Hovelar,- Bellas Artesn Roberto 11 Dlavolo  ̂ and Gontra las 
Earsuelas g and two descriptions of travel s D# Madrid a 
Santandern and. Mi Primer. Via^# a Toledoo

In November of 18599 Alaredn8 s' spirit of adventure and 
patriotism prompted him to enlist as a volunteer in the



African armyD thus exchanging the social life'of Madrid for 
the tedious one of the hattlefieldb^"^ From the beginning 
of his array life until he wae honorably discharged in Aprils

■ 18609 he kept an authentic account of the war,in diary formo 
fhis.was published later that year under the title of Biario 
d© un lestigo de la- Guerra d® Afrlcao (The only other writ# 
img .in his eolleetion published that year was'a travel article 
SI -Eclipse de Sol d®. I86O0) Fifty-three thousand copies of '• 
the diary, were print ©do .

The successful sale of the book allowed some leisure 
time to the young veteranP described in his official discharge 
as; twenty-seven years old9 five feet six inches tall9 with 
brown hair and eyebrows9 black eyes3 a straight noseg and 

: a;heavy black, beardo - He decided to travel for six months 
through Francej, Bwitserlandp and Italy9 writing a description 
of his experiences along the wayo Ids descriptions, 'Be Madrid 
a Napolesn was published in 1861» Alarcon considers that 
this book marks the end of his first literary epoeh9 for 
shortly after its publication he embarked upon a political 
career which was to keep him away from literary pursuits 
until 1874o15

This political career was begun largely as a result of
■ his friendship in Africa with General G8Donnella who was a 
leader of the Liberal partyo After the war9 08Bonnell9 them 
called the Duke of Tetuahs, and his other friends urged 
Alaredn to join the Liberal Dmloma which • was in power at the



time* Although he was In favor of the Ideas of the partyP 
Alareon declined to jolnP a4 he did not wish to be accused 
of joining any party just because It was in powero During 
the years after his disillusioning revolutionary experience, 
he had grown to esteem good taste and prudence In such m a W  
terso^ He remained in a state of indecision for two.years, 
when the Ministerio of the Duke of Tetuak fell from powero 
Then9 freed of any possible accusations:of changing to bet® 
ter himselfp he joined the fallen Liberal party<?

The same year that he entered actively into politiess 
1863 9 Alarcon was saddened: by the death of his fat her 
During the .intervening, years since he had left his familyp 
Pedro had been a constant source of aid to themo In addi
tion to the help he had given the entire family, he had en® 
eouraged and helped a younger brother, Joaquins to become a 
priesto After his fatherts death, he arranged for Joaquin, 
then curate of a Cathedral of Galicia, to obtain the posi=
tion as canon of the Cathedral of Guadix, so that he could
look after the familyo Alarcdn had an ever constant regard.
and devotion for his familyo.^ ..

In defense of his political beliefss Alarcon wrote 
articles in the newspaper. La Epoca, in favor of 08Donnell 
and the Liberal Union and against the Miraflores govern® 
mento ■ His articles provoked the anger of the government to 
such an eztent. that they objected to his being a represent a® 
tive to the new Congress which had just convened and forced



; 11
him to withdrawo Soon afterwards s along with Mantilla^ Ha=- 
varro Rodrigo9 and Hunez d© Arees he founded La Political a 
newspaper which violently opposed the Hiraflores governmentg 
causing it to fall within a few monthso

In the new electoral struggle of 1865 he was a minis™ 
terial candidatebut when the Duke of Tetuan again climbed 
to' powers, he declined to accept an official positlono Although 
a staunch defender of the-party, he recalled his campaign of
- -a : - ■ -EL hatlg© against the monarchyp and did not wish to sacrifice 
his dignity by serving the monarchy in an official capacityo 
Therefore, he limited himself to being a representative for 
the second time0 ' ,' ; ;

Politics did not interfere with his personal life, it 
appears, as illustrated by his marriage in 1865 to Paulina 
Contreras y Reyes, a beautiful and very good wornano Catalina, 
praises her virtues highly, as well as the excellent effect 
they had on her husband, adding, "En fin, sean cuales sean 
las eausas y sus consiguientes obligaeiones, lo cierto es 
que el estudiante ealavera, el literate de mala vida, el 
soldado de Africa y el hombre del gran mumdo, es hoy el 
mas fie! y formal de los maridos y el mas bonachdn de los 
padres* !*18

In 1866 9 under the government of Harvaez^Gpnail© z- Brabo, .
llarc^n signed the protest of the unionist representatives* .
He;was banished from Congress, as were his other friends, 
and exiled in Paris for a short time as a result of this0



ffe then retired to G-raradas where he wrote the epie poeia9 
El Bnspiro del Moron winning the medal offered by the Lice© 
in its competition of 1867o The next year he went to Gadlg 
to assist the Duke d@ la Torre in the revolution of 18689 
writing a history of his experiences called Qan.ariaSc, CadiZr, 
y Alcoleao He never allowed this to be ptiblishedo

With the victory of the liberals and the establishment 
of the provisional government in 18683 llareon was named 
minister to the court of Sweden and HorwayI he again pre»; : 
ferred to be a representative in the Congress„ serving his 
country' in that way0 In the Cortes of 18699 he defended the 
candidacy of the Buke of Hontpensier for the throne' pree 
viously .oeeupled by his sistero. When the crown was given to 
a, foreignerj, Amadeo de. Saboya» he withdrew from the hew governs 
mentp writing articles against it in ha Poli’ticao He was 
o f f ered 'tempting po sit ions by the government he was fightings 
but refused all of thems preferring to maintain his own 
opinionSo^

In., the election of 18719 Alarcon was elected congressman 
by: the oppositions but he was defeated in 1872o Through 
newspaper articles9 howeverP he contributed to the overthrow 
of the. cabinet of Sagasta^Romero Robledoo After that over^ 
throws he published an. article entitled* ha Unldn. Mberal 
Debe Ser ^Lfdnsina* which suggested that since it was im^ 
possible to have a foreign prince as rulerg the Unionists 
and Oonservativ©s should agree and proclaim Don Alfonso de



BorWm as kliigg under the guardianship of the Duke of Mont*.;"" 
p©nsier0 'After making this initial suggestion^ being the 
first of the revolutIon!sts to do so9 he let the others fur« 
ther his idea and again devoted himself to literatureo

Throughout this political period (1862=1872) r, Alareon 
had given little attention to his writing® A. representative 
five times and senator twieep his time was almost wholly 
oeeupied with his work® Published during this period were 
ha Gomendadorao hoveia Natural 9 and El iMo Campesinov, short 
stories; Regreso de Zorrilla a Espaha en 1866 and En un Album 
Frances de. Preguntasq literacy essays; EL Comet a HuevOo an.
article on customs; and a volume of Poesias Serias %
Humorf sticaso ' ■ ;■ r ■

Again turning his attention to letters9: he began his 
new: literary epoch in 1873 by 'writing La Alpu.1arran which 
describes the theater ©f the rebellion of Abes^Bameya® That 
same year he wrote two travel storle@a La Qranadina and Una 
Mslta al Monasterio de Yuste® The next year witnessed the 
presentation of his novelP El Sombrero de Tree P i c o as well 
as the following short stories; La Ultima OalaTeradan Sin 
urn Quart Op and L©! One Se. Oye. Desde una Bllla del Prado,lo

In.: spite of this new rebirth as a literary m.ans 
the politician was. nob: yet dead® laving first appeared pub®, 
licly as a youthful and exalted liberalist 9 he was destined 
to culminate his political activities with an important posi= 
tion in the conservative rankso Earned Councilor of State at



the beginning of the Bourbon Restoration.̂  he took of flee in 
the early part of 1875o That same year he received the Great 
Gross of Isabel la Gatolioa for his book on the African war 
and services t.here0 Even his most severe critics agreed 
that few times had such a distinction been given with such

- OQ 'undisputed agreemento - That year also saw the publication- 
of his latest novel9 Ki. Eselndalo« as well as his. election 
to the Real Academia B@panolao . The Academy received him 
publicly in February of 1877» when he read his Piscurse Sobre 
la Moral' en el: Arte'o : He continued as: eouncilor until he was 
relieved of his position, at the fall of the Ganovas govern- 
mento ..

In'these years9 I875=l880p in addition to the works - - 
mentioned above he wrote the following: Mis Recuerdos de ’
Adricultoro an arfelel® on customsf Del' Buicldio'n . Garta y ' ■ 
Pr^loRo Referent® al Libre Tltulado "En los Montes de la 
Mancha®9 and lia Inmortalidad de lbs Pueblosn all literary 
essays: 'Dos D^as #h Salamahcao a .travel storyg El Nine de 
la:Bolag novel? and El hibro Talonario and Mayo9 short 
stories o ,

His time now completely freed of political dutiesp he 
went to. reside with his family in his country home of Vald©~
' moro'9 where h© worked in his garden and enjoyed the peace 
of:the countryo . There he wrote two novelSo El. Gapitah 
yeheno' and &a Dz^digat The latterP although applauded by 
the publica was ignored by the critieso Hurt by their ailene



he ,d®elded to write no more novel a 9 as he had one© "before 
.resolved to cease his dramatic attempts after the Injustice 
done to El HI jo Prodlm o Another novel that he was already 
plannlng9 Una Buena Mo zap was therefore never writteno^ He 
also planned hut dldn&t writ eg for unlmow re aeons g a new 
description of travels 9. to he called Mapa Poet lea de Espana-o 

In these years of retirement he wrote two short stories9 
Mores y ;(3rlstianos- and Ea Mujer Alt a a as well as a diary of 
his travels which he called @uadro General- de Mis Tiajes Bor;. 
Mspanao with which M s  volume of ¥ia.1es Bor Espana terminateso 
He also .wrote a history and hackground of'his writings% '
Hlstoria d© Mis lAbroso Articles added to his collect lorn 
were Bara el Llhro OonmemoratIvo -del Gentenario d© Andres. Belle, 
Hlstoria de uh Almanaoue n Revlsta de' Madridn Bn el Alhum His° ; 
tdrico; del Begundo Pent enario de Calderdno Int ro due e i dn a las 
Ohras de Do jOse Bel gas« Dl'seurso .Bohr© la Qrat orla Bagteada-n • 
and Bn. Otro Album de Breguntaao In .addition9 he wrote ; 
numerous articles published in newspapers and reviews whicliP 
joined with those which appeared in 1884 in La Ilustracism ■ • 
Bspanola y Amerleana and later forming Mas Viaj.es por Espanao '. 
now form his Dltimos EseritoSo At the same time he carefully 
collected all of his loos© worksg including short storiesg ' •
travel stories^ articles9 and. poems g puhlishing them, in the 
.0ol®c©idn de Bseritores Cast ell anoso -

With the writing of his last articles Diciemhreo in 
his health began to fail9 and his jovial character became
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tielan.cholyo Accepting with quiet and steadiness the apparent 
realization that the end was nearing9 he refused to leave 
or he seen by anyone other than his tamXlf o ,ln 1888. he suf
fered an attack which paralyzed the entire left side of his 
hodyc This was followed later by three more attacks which 
ultimately resulted in his death" on;July 1 5a 1891o ̂3 
-" A good husband and father^ he left minute details in 
his will as to the car© of his wife and children* His 
literary works he entrusted to the ear© of his close frlendSp. 
Do Manuel Tamayo9 1= Mariano OatalIna5 and D« Manuel Vaaquez9 
prohibiting the publ 1 cat 1 on,:of any of his works which did. 
not already appear in his collectlon0 As for.himself9 h© 
wished only a humble grave9 ' with no honorss gravestoneg or 
inseriptiond His remains now lie in the cemetery of San 
festOp patio of Santa G-ertrudls9 grave number 2oT52o2^



CHAPTER II s SHORT STORIES

Haredn is perhaps most often remem'bered as a writer of 
short stories = In this field there is little disagreement 
aS to M s  literary exoelleneeo Possessed with the gift of. 
narration9 he uses it to paint colorful pietures; of a 
variety of scenes and personalitieSs providing the reader . 
with merrimentg intrigues suspenses and emotion. Blanco® - 
Careiaŝ " in discussing these productions of i0.aredh.9 has 
referred to them as a museum in which there is something of 
delights for all tastes. This writer agrees9 and would also 
add' that they provide, for M l  mooaso 1 '' ''

.. Ho subject is too small for Alaredho He can take the 
smallest incident and develop it into an interesting and 
picturesque, tale. The' bases for his stories range from 
historical events to flights of faneyv His style is romantic 
and frivolous at one time9 realistic and sustere at anothero 
In an attempt to- classify these thirty® eight varied Hovel as ■ 
Oortas.into general groups9. he has divided them into Guentos 
AmatorloSo HIstorletas Haclonales. and Harraolones Invero® 
s&ileso Their titles reveal their subject matter § amorous 
affslns!, national eventss and unlikely happeningso

In the Introduction to his Cuentos iknatorloav, .Marcbn 
mentions that M s  amatory. stories are not in the style of 
contemporary French works9 which place, sensual love above

17



morals and decencyo They are9 instead, amatory In the old 
Spanish- styleg with, good clean humor which does not attack 
moral principle So The gay and piearpsque love affairs pro** • 
dhce;laughter rather than.a feeling of'stoo^ (Pardo-Bazsn^ 
disagrees Tsrlth. this Idea that the old Spanish lev© stories 
are all so purep citing the Novel as 11.1 empl ares of Cervantes 
as an: example») In his Historia de ills hihroso he maintains 

• that his Histogietas Haclonafes have an historical backgroundp 
and were either; told to him by worthy , witnesses or els© ex- - 
traoted .from document So The Narraclones Inveroafmllea are 
products of his Imaglaatioho- All three groups9 he says9 
were bom, as a natural and spontaneous product of his spirit 0 

Of the different types of storiesg the Hlstorletas 
Naelonal.es command the most pralaeo . Barjbelieves this 
.1.8 because Alarcoh. is at his best when realistic and Spanish^ 
and not fantastic or romantico. .Alarodn^ himself admits that 
he is little given to inventing stories= In this group 
there is little invention and much actual historical informal 
tlono. . Romera^Navarro^ calls them goodp energeticp and natural« ■' 
This .does not mean to say P howevers. that the other types of 
stories are not excellent o ' Neither, does it suggest that the 
author copies history word for words As P a r d o a n  points 
onto he has an imagination which embellishes whatever he 
cpileso. ■ ; /v-y i ;•■■■■■ - '' : '.; . : - till-.
■ - The first story In the collection of Novelas Oort as is .

young Pedro "s first, work in prose9 Sescubrlmlento v .Paso del ■
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Cabo de Buena Usperanza tl848) n ̂ written while he was study- 
ing at the Bemlnazy of G-uadlxo In It he gives a general 
history of the discovery and rounding of the Cape of dood 
Hope.p giving credit 9 in addition to Dias and Vasco &© Carnap 
to the unsung heroeso One would be more inclined to call it 
history rather than a short storyg but it does.contain some 
excellent descriptions and items of human interest 0 .It is :' 
definitely above what one would expect from the pen of a 
f ifteen-year-soldo

One notices in Alarcon's other early stories a tendency 
toward the dramatic, and romantic<> This is .because he was 
first influenced in his youth by French worksp and by such 
authors as.Alexander Dumas and VlctorHugoG Pardo-Basan^® 
says that no one is more inclined toward the French than 
Alarcon in his beginning 0

11 Aio-eu jpitgberg ( 1 8 5 2 ) a product of the.period 
in which Alarcon was first writing for El ico d® Oc©ld®nte:fl 
is very extravagant and fantastico It finds the writer alone 
in Bpitabergp where he has been exiled by the Russian govern^ 
ment - for a year for killing his wife1 @ suitor in a duel#
The eternity and monotony , of the wintera :as well as the 
lonely mmi^s thought a 9 are described so well that the reader 
seems to experience the anxiety and futility of the endless 
wai'tingo The exile8 s rapid aging and attempted suioid© are 
as unreal as the rest of the situation. ,. . : t .

■ : Written that same yearo 11 Amigo de la Muerte (1852)^
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is equally Improbable t, One of the author® s longer and; more 
romantle stories 9 It Was based upon a tale told to him by 
his grandfather0 After Its publication, a friend eailed to 
.Harecfh8 s attention an old opera with a similar plots 
Grlsplno. © la Oomaren dated prior to his worko It was @̂ 1-= 
dently a popular folktale throughout Europe, as he was 
never aoeused of plagiarism because of the similarity 
Aaorfn̂ "̂ feels that 1Alar®|Sh(, s story is one of the best in ’ : 
modem European literatur©» It concerns dll G-ilP a shoe= 
maker8s orphan who goes to live with the Count of HlonuevOo• 
Ihen the Gount dies9 his wife throws Gil out s for she knows 
he is the son of he rl at ©husband and G-ilBs mother® ‘ Foreed. • 
to return to shoemaklng9 raggedp and ■ despondent s 0-11 contem» 
plates suicide by poisoning9 but is stbpped by a cold hand 
on his shouldero It is that of Peath9 who professes to be 
his friend® His friendship with Death enables 0-11 to become 
a famous court physician.9 as he can detect Death8 s 'presence 
when other doctors cannot® He soon manages to claim his 
inheritance from the dead Gount 9 and marries his adored _ 
Elenao. Death then carries him away and reveals that he 
actually did commit suicide<> and has been dead for sir hum™ 
dred years9 destined for Hades at the final judgement® NowP 
clamoring for an eternal life9 which is love for Elenag he 
is-redeemedft Thus ends the tale® The story is packed with 
a multitude of ideasa both serious and amusingo The des™ 
eription of Death as a negation of all personality is



" 15 '' ■ ' . • ■ -excellent* One Is amused by the countess asking 0-11 to
‘leay% with tears in her eyes and venom in, her soul9 because
he reminds her of her poor dead husband» Also amusing is
Death*6 confusion over the resuscitation of the Saviorwhen.
he thinks Mature has lost her mindo The spiritual ending
to such a fantastic and amorous' story comes as a surprise»

The extravagant influence of the popular French writers
way also be seen, in, many of the stories written, between 1853
and 18579 the period which Includes young Pedro3 s first de<=>:
parture from homep revolutionary actions in Granadaa Bohemian
life with "La Guerda" in Madrids and the duel and subsequent
return to Guadixo His life during those years was exeitingP
dramaticp exaggerated* and probably amorouso Thus his stories
show some of the same tendencies* His works become increase
ingly more sensible and profound with maturity@ '

Fl' Glavo (l8 5 5)ĝ -̂ one of the five amatory stories .
written during that periods has a very interesting but un*
likely ploto Alarcon^ holds* however* that its basis is a
true occasions told to him in his youth by a magistrate of
Sranadao It begins on an amusing notes with Felipe entering
a st age coach and groping about in the dark for his imagined
traveling companions only to find. that he is alone = One can
imagine his amazement * The ensuing acquaint ane© with a
beautiful woman’ passengers who later turns out to be the Ipst
love of his friends -liarcoy serves as the background for the
: actiono ttten Zareo tells his story to Felipei9 one6 s suspicions
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are arot3.sed by similarities bet wen his lady love and the 
mysterious p a s s e n g e r f h e  ehaBee diseoTery by Eareo of a 
skull' with a nail through lt9 and his determination to find 
the murderers lead to the ironie endingo ft happens that 
.his lady loves the.traveling companion of Felipe9 and the , , 
murderess are all the same wonian»:'; - Ihe fact" that she had 
killed her husbandP so that she could be free to go with 
..Eareoy adds an even more eruel twist 0 In. the years that ; '
followg ' however9 Zarco is happily married, for the story has : 
a moral o sadness is not a permanent misSrtume if it doesn’t 
come as a result of purposeful harm to anothero Throughout 
the storyp Alare,Sh9 in his usual mannerg provides touches 

■ of humor8 such as larco8s mistake In- climbing an extra, floor 
in the boarding house and entering his lady friend’s room - 
instead of his own.o His estplanation of the custom of dig®

. glng up ■ t>ro®y@ar™old corpses to make, more room in the grave# r
yard gives insight into local cusfomso2® In discussing this 
storyg Alarcon mentions that it served as the plot of an Aus«=

. trian drama9 but does not. menti on the' name ; bf the dramati at s "
jihfonia^  and Tico . o oTaCo o 0 ( 1 8 5 6 ) also ;in the 

amatory group 9 are short .and cl ever*. The former is merely 
a clever and amusing conjugation of the verb amaro with dif# . 
ferent types and ages of people saying the various tenses,

1 which ah© appropriate- to y-their conditionso: . The- latter9 -v:/.
which the author says is trues is a brief but quite complete
description of a l©Te affair which turns out poorly©^ The
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entrance of the husband fcrces the lerer to hide in a clock0 
After having to imitate the sound of a clock during the r@» 
mainder of the -might» he; ends up in an insane asylum9 rec
reating f<tia0 o. g taCo o. oA This is an. excellent example 
of the healthy humor in Alarecfn̂ s amatory stories» One is 
not left with any feeling that there was- adultery in the 
offing a: but .with: a hearty laugh over such a ridiculous sit# 
uation<> . -

. ' Two unreal and two amatory stories Witten during these 
years (1853^1857) are attributed to the influence of Agustfn 
Bo mat o Bonnat 9 a young Spaniard who had been educated in 
Franc© 9 was ;..a friend of .Marc&î #. at this timeo He was 
known for always writing in. jest9 in an extravagarit and dar» 
ing styleo His literary career was too brief to allow him 
to become sell, known, as a .writer0 Beginning in 18529 ■ it was 
brought to ah end by his death in' 18580 During these years8 / 
Bonnat wrote.several articles9 short'stories9 and poems9 most 
of which were published in the, ̂emanarlo Pinto re sco-r, La 
Xlnstra©ion.o and Das Novedadesg.̂

• In Dos Sels Velos (1855)a^ an unreal story9 Alaredn 
mentions that he is."in the 'Paris of .Alphonse Karr9 master' . 
of that new kind of literature that he and Agust,£n Bonnat 
have proposed to cultivate wildly9 until their readers lose ' 
their minds» One agrees that the mentioned story is almost 
enough to make a reader lose his mind6 It is completely fan» 
tastle and unreal 9 deserlbing six different occasions on which



a young man sees a certain ls,dyo On each encounter she is 
wearing a veil of a different colorP symbolie of her aetivi^ 
ties at that certain tirneo The meetings are brief P but " 
between othem? the author goes into a lengthy and maddening 
discussion of the.mentioned color= Equally fantastic is 
So Vo TengOg ^ Quierb-o. which depicts the encounters of the- 
author and Alonso AonsOg a eharacter-, with their muse a " 'v\
Their eonversations are dx seonnected9 vague8 and Incomplete^ 
Frequent changes in subject matter3 from money9 to love„ to 
nature9 and,to philbsophy9 are presented with n© apparent 
pattern or purposeo To one who has read Alaredn extensively9 
it hardly seems possible that these two stories could have 
com© from his pen0 He himself said he was glad that this • 
period of imitation was his most transitory oneo2 .̂ .

' La, Beileza' Ideal:' (1854)50 and 11 Abrazold® Vergara (1854) 
the amatory stories resulting from this friendship with Bonnat 
are not' quite so wlldl In both a young man meets a woman in 
a stageeoachp a flirtation ensuesp and the coach Is met by 
the husbands Both stories are extravagant: and rather comi« 
ealo la the formerP the woman turns out to be a boarding 
house proprietress, who is looking for businessj, while in the : 
latt©rs' the young woman who doesn^t 'understand a word of - : ■
Spanish in the eoaeh later greets her' husband in perfect Span* 
ishe La Beileza Ideal contains a moral defense . against 
purely carnal beauty^ with an attack by the author against 
sensual ism g Idolatry of the human, body 9 and adoration of form
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Lob Ojos He^roe (1856) a product of Jlarc^a^s imagina^ 
tloag provides suspense In an unusual manner» A Seandina^ 
vlan nobleman and his wife both have blond hair and blue 
eyeSp as did all of their ancestors^ The question is whe« 
ther their child will h§ve the saffie, or whether it will have 
black eyeSp lihe the Spaniardp Alfonso0 When the child is 
' born with black eyesg the enraged husband locks his family 
alone in his castlep and goes in search of Alfonsoo Both 
men and their boats are lost in the whirl of the maelstrom9 
leaving the woman and child to die of starvation0 The story; , 
is' dramatic. 'and unreal9 but yet it has a morale as the 
adulteress is made to pay for her sins» This moral quality 
is typical of Alarcon6s storieso It is Interesting to noe 
tic®' that the setting is in a cold region near the north 
pol@p the same as El' Ano &m Spit aberg and 11 Final d© Mo m a n 
a romantic novelo The author apparently thinks of this re* 
gion as connected with fantastic happeningso .

More" down; to earth are the ten national stories written 
during this period from 1853 to 1857= In these the setting 
•is not PariSp a masquerade ball9 a eoachp or the polar ree 
gionP but the author®s own. countryg Spain0 He packs them, 
full of references to historical or everyday eventss allud® 
ing to .actual placess datesp personsp and sceneso. .

La Buenaventura ( 1 8 5 4 ) the story of a fortune-telling 
that comes true p provides adventure and intrigue o . The



murderous banditi, Parrdng makes a mistake when he falls t© 
kill his gypsy captive0 The ugly little Heredia tells him 
that his future shows he will be- hanged within a montho 
Sine© the gypsy manages to escape and point out Parrdn to. the 
author! ties & the prophecy comes tm@o It is Ironic that the 
bandit turns out to he one of the soldiers who are trying 
to capture Parrdno ilaredn. reveals., the bandit0 s lineage to 
the reader in lust. one. brief statement 9 where Parron threat#* 
ens to hang Heredia just the same as others before hanged his 
own fat hero In as brief and complete a manner he r eve aim
Heredia6s gypsy cunnings' when he has him fall to his knees 
.before Parrdno^ The story is. interesting9 good reading*

Ba" Oometa de-'llavem (1854)57 begins with a pleasant 
and excellently portrayed domestic scene,, ih which Dorn Basillo 
grandchildren and nephews plead and shout for him to play the ■ 
corneto The remainder of the story is turned over to Basilio9 
who gives his reasons for not playingo He explains that in 
the civil, war he was captured by the G.arlistSg but was spared 
his life because a :friend said he was a musiclano The Gar# 
lists were evidently that badly la need of muslclansu Basilior 
who was. no musician at all9 had to learn to play the cornet 
perfectly within fifteen days ih. order to save his own life 
and that of hi a; f r i end $, Ramdno For five years s playing the. 
cornet, was an obsession with hima" with M s  life reduced to 
blotting and his lungs turned to iron<. One can imagine him 
blowing and blowings unable to think of anything .elset When



Ran^m died;, howeverg h© r-ecovered his reason9 and could no 
longer play the cornet= Perhaps In order to squelch those 
skeptical, of the veracity of this tales, Alareln Includes a 
message to- alls that Basllle wanteds and wanted desperately 
to learn to; play the. eomet;) and that such strong will can- 
eonquer all.obstaelest,^ Re calling, the manner in which 
JO.aretfn. learned French and Italians, there Is no doubt that 
he-Is. sincere In this- messages, ' : -

In El iis 1 stente ( 1 8 5 4 ) the storytelling Is turned 
over to a young captaln9 who tells his friends In 8-ranada 
ahout an orderly whom he had for years 0. He describes darefa . 
as a person of extreme loyalty and obediencep a Man who wor^ 
shipped the very ground upon which he-walkedo fhe description 
of the battlefield scene where Garcfa -is shot while rescuing >
himg and of the way he can-feel darefa8 a body grow cold and

' ' : ' - 40 ' , ' ■ ' -stiff with deathp is horrible and realistiCo The pleasant
thought left with the reader Is that the captain is now less
harsh with those who serve under hifflp and does not hesitate
to give praise where it is due9 as he had done with G-arcfa0
He feels that maybe Q-arefa is smiling down on him from heaven
for this® Perhaps ilarcdh i s saying that everyone should be
Kinder and more thoughtful with those who serve them®

4s early as the introduction to 'ffetena Pescal. (1854)
where the reader is introduced to the dashing baron in his
castle and to the nearby fisherman, and his flirtatious wife,
one senses the inevitable approach of an amorous triangle®



GarmelaP descri'bed vividly and at lengthg la eertaia to 
be attracted to the reoently returned veteran of the War of 
Sueeessionc When her husband9 Damiong "begins to stay home 
all of the tiiies it is seen that hep toos expect® something 
to happ@n0 It is therefore surprising that Damloa should 
decide to leave the house one night9 since the whole action 
of the story has been leading up to adultery* The reader 
has com© to expect it by nowo Butg with an extremely dramatic 
and ironic twist9 Alarcon brings the story to a rapid and 
unexpected endlngo When Bamidn and the other fishermen 
return the next momingy they find that the large plank .;
;serving as a bridge to the fisherman0s hat has been die* 
lodgedo .Taking up the netsP to their horror they discover 
the bodies of the baron and Garmelao The jealous husband s 
plan to saw the board in half and thus trap the baron worked 
too well 9. for his wife also started aero s.# from her side©
: When the police come to arrest DamIdn9 they find him half . 
insanep cutting at his right hand with a hands aw and shouting 
with wild emotiOBy IBuena pesoal thus providing a dramatic 
ending to • an equally dramatic story* One notices thaty- in 
■ the:;; typical ..41 are on fashion^ .all three pay for their ineor= 
rest' actions o. .

In an entirely different vein is the entirely historical.
El Rey se Dlvlerte (1854) It is a description of an auto
de: fe called by Carlos li on June 109 16800 This religious " 
demonstration of the Inquisition,, described as a drama in which



the ptiblie is eager to witness the flogging and burning of 
persecuted victims, shows the horror and heartlessness of • 
that episode of history0

MU so in a religions- setting- is Dos Ret rat os (1853) 
whieh takes place in the Monastery of Ynste in 1557« A 
Jesuit priesta the former Duk© of ' G-andfa, confesses to '■ 
his secular friend9 the abdicated Emperor Qarlos Vp 'telling 
of the great' love he had felt for the Empress Isabel0 In 
this story there is a bit of 'everything^ Alarcon says that 
he does not aottially invent anything, but that he highly : 
exaggerates the.love of the Duke for the Empressc Thus 
there are imaginative as well as real elements„ The des
cription of the gruesome putrifled corpse is very realistic, 
but the rapid aging of the Duke in twelve days is artificials
. - 'r: i ' . ■ ; ,,47 ■
■ Ihcilhe 5 .sH uiual :;:Bty M  of;# # : ' de ;u n a " hove l a  ( I  g % ) . -leaves

the reader full of curiosityo&ie often finds a story whose
ending is left to the imagination of the reader0 This one,
however9 provides, the conclusion but omits--the beginnings A
beautiful young girl who lives in a deserted convent dies
suddenly one day while prayings Her identity is a mystery
to alls, as are her reasons for living such a lonely life©
The beginning of her storyP which remains to be discovered^
is left with those interested: enough to inyestigat©0 The
authbr mentions that the verses of the anonymous religious
author quoted in this story may still be found on the walls
' '''r-:'.. ' . v ' , ; . ' . - . "of that: very convents the Convent ’ of San Diego9 in G-uadixo



£Laredn holds that the pio^ of El Extran.lero (1854) ̂  
was told to him by people of complete integrity= First am 
old mam tells him of an. event that happened forty-five years 
before, during the liar of Indep©ndene©e A Spanish soldier 
had shot a wounded Polish soldier of Hapolesn0 s armys 'named 
Iwa9 and had robbed him of a medallion containing a woman 8s 

■. picture0 The Spaniard was called Hisas by his companlono 
Three nights later, the author,overhears two old soldiers 
in a casino mention the name of Risas and his horrible fate® 
Captured by the French9 he ended up 'in the French army in 
Bussia® Sick: with, feverp he ,was placed under the care of a 
widow and her three daughters» . The mother recognized Iwa^s 

: medalliong which contained her own picture9 and she and Iwa8s . 
.three sisters attached the Spaniard9 hilling him with their, 
own hands o

Ao Ho Krapp@s who has investigated the source of El 
Bxtranjeroo .disagrees with Alarcon as to the source of his 
storyo He says the whole story of coincidence is improbabl@o 
Krappe believes that AlarcJk is not reporting history9 but 
is merely trying to fit the theme into the Peninsular War 

. epoch® •According to him9 the origin is probablyin a Yugo
slav ballad which has been popular for centuries® In the ball ad s 
a Turk kills a helpless and wounded Serbian soldier, with his. 
own sabreo Ho one can unsheath the sabre until it reaches 
the hands of Marco Krai3evie s who p' discovering it to be a 
family heirloom which belonged to his father9 beheads the
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ftaPko fhe; situat 1 ofi in both siorles is basically the same8 
a wounded' man is killed by a brute who appropriates an. object 
of value? the objeet later results in the brute$s reeogni^ 
tion and deathq Krappe believes that the most likely source 
of this for Maredn was a Freneh version on the market during 
the French romantic movemento

Krappe^ also believes to have found the actual source 
of EL Af'rancesaAo (1856) • At first sights he says9 the '
story may well belong to the traditional war story group; 
but Alaredm9 being a novelists probably embellished the 
facts with fiction^ Krappe has found that Appianfs History 
of the Civil Wars (II 10164) reports a similar episodeg said 
to have happened in the civil war between Caesar and Pompey0 
The bodies of twenty men of first rank were found on the ■
■ floor of an apothecary ■a shop, with goblets near theme, /
One of the men, seated in a chair like a physician^ had no 
doubt dealt out poison to them0 In Alarcon^s storys placed 
in the year- 1808g a loyal patriot s Garcia^ feigns friendship 
with the Frenchg entertaining and poisoning twenty of their 
officers I In both accounts 9 an apothecary j> under the guise 
of .friendship* poisons himself and twenty officers0 Because 
of this close similarityp Krappe believes that AlarcSnls 
source is either Appianfs text or a derivative» There were 
three sixteenth century translations of Appian into .Spanish, 
and one into Latino It is also possible, adds Krappe, that 
the incident was incorporated into some Spanish textbook
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used in the schools« Whereas Appian8 s aeeount Is dry and 
factuals however^ ilareon8 s is dramatic and patriotic« The 
ever present rooh of villagers outside the apothecaryts ship8 
ready to enter and kill G-areia for being a traitora is a 
fine dramatic device= When the patriotic basis of his actions 
are revealeds Garcfa is regarded as a martyrg bewailed by 
his compatriotso An intense feeling of patriotism surges 
throughout the story»

■ IViva el Papal (1857)33 contains a defense of the author*s 
religious beliefs= It is a story told by a retired army 
captain9 and treats the imprisoning of Pope Pius VII by 
Napoleon in 1809° The manner in which the entire French 
village, including the militias, kneels before the captive 
Pope, . suggests that the power of religion is stronger than 
any other0 Alarcon had been called a,nt Gat hoi i c because of 
his liberal belief voiced In El latigOo He requests of his 
readers that they believe the opinions found in this story% 
and thus judge his downfall honestlyo3^

In 1858 and 1859s Alarcon spent his time circulating 
in the "High Life" of Madrid= During.these two years he 
became better acquainted with real life, growing more 
serious.and mature0 The five national and two amatory stories 
written then show a more thoughtful and less reckless spirit0 

In. Episodios de Nochebuena (1858) author mene 
tions that he is now more tranquil than when, he was first 
away from homeo This is merely a pleasant description of
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Ghristmas; E^e in the poorer sections of Madridc He paints 
this as a night when there is singing in the streets* when 
no, one denies a beggar alms* and when all differences are 
settled and families tmited in p@ae@o A feelimg of religion, 
and tranquility prevail So ■
. X>ks- Dos G-lorias (1858)^ poses a questions which glory 

is the most valuablep tha,t of fame, and fortune* or that of 
• peace with God? When the painter Pedro Fable Rubens urges 
a priest to reveal the identity of the artist of a painting 
in the church* the priest refuseso He explains that the 
'artist; has now attained glory with God* which is more im* ;, 
port ant to his well-being than worldly fame = It is later 
-revealed that the priest himself is the art!st =
' . The War of Independence is again the setting for El Ange3
de. la Guarda (1859) the story of a mother-s heroism^ ifhen 
her baby begins to whimper* the mother holds it against her 
breast to quiet its cries* so that the French soldiers above 
will not find them and the others hidden in the cistern*- In 
doing so* she smothers her child to deatho What a terrible 
patriotic saerifieel The priest* when blessing the water 
into which the babe was thrown* calls the child 1,5@1 angel 
de la guarda® of its familyPatriotism abounds in this ’; 
story* with mention Of the stubbornness of the Spanish people 
with their, newly won independence* and their bravery in the 
fade of the French soldiers0

: El Garbonero Alcalde (1859*^'written the same year* is



another picture of patriotismo One recalls that this was
' -the year of the African War9 and that iKLareSh .was soon to
•enlist as a ’rolunteer0 Ihus9 at the height of his own.
Patriotism^ he wrote these two intensely patriotie storieso
In El Qarhoner© Aloalden the two htm.dred rough villagers of
;Lap©za defend, their village with bravery .against the Fremehg.
winning the battle in spit® of their inferior arms and amti
mmltiono Later on a mere hundred of them attack over two
thousand French troops without hesitation^ The leader of
the villagers,) Manuelp is a rough figure of strengths energy9
and unflinching principleso He cares nothing for personal
gloryo Wounded beyond hope9 he breaks his staff of authority
and throws himself from a cliff9 preferring to die rather :
than to surrendero %ie sees that the rest of the villagers-
are just as courageous^ for only am old man and a little boy

-■'..are taken as prisonerso An extremely pathetic scene9 the
hanging of the youngster in sight of his father, arouses

61pity and horror^ It also serves as an addition to the ple^ 
ture of.cruelty,and heartlessness which Alar©on always, paints 
of .the .̂ French in stories such as these = Pardoazan^^ calls 
this a supreme model of patriotic narrationo . ;

-Una Oonversaeldn. en la Alhambra ( 1 8 5 9 is pure fane 
. tasy & It depicts the -meeting of the author with ..a strange 
Oriental-looking young mam. who turns out to be the last of 
the Eegr&s-o .. In their later conversation, in the Alhambrae 
the last gegrf speaks of the. unfair treatment his people have



.r'eeeived.c ,Ome feels that th© Christians are being scolded - . 
somewhat for their aetions in this matterc

6For .An© Ira Rnfciat (1859)^ is the lighter of the two 
amatory stories written during the author^swhlrl in Madrid6® 
high lifeo The story recalls an episdd© whieh oeeurreS, in 

. November of 185^ when llareon and six of his friends were 
sitting around a table talking o They all dee M e  to write 
stories^ within a half ; hour9 with; the eommoa titl© of; #or 
One Era Rubiat Alareon gives brief summaries .of the storl©s9;

. •ineluding his own9 whieh is espeeially humorous» Hho could 
; help but ehuekle at the puzzled black IndiaUg who just cannot 
'• understand\how his blaek wife eduld have a blond baby that:, 
looks so much like the ..EhgXish- captain who ’ visita themf : - 

■ In a more serious vein is El Coro d© Angeles (l8 5 8)o 
Jdareda mentions that this is' one of a new group of short 
stories;which show more serenity and eircumsp©etion> lows 
mpre mature9.' he is writing under new literary idols such as ,

• ; ■■. 6g .. .0ervantess Quevedb <, and Shakespeafeo ; . El Oofe de Angeles,
; compliments La Belleza Idealn for its too9 "contains a defense 
of the human soul against the idolatry of purely carnal

■■ £*7beautya To win a bet9 Alejandro seeks to conquer Casimira9 
; : an. extremely ugly and virtuous girlo To prove that he has 
made her fall in love with him9- h© dances with -her at a, ball 
held a week latero The other more attractive girls are @m~ 
raged and insulted at such a turn of events„ and determine 
to break them upo Gasimira9 who .is painfully serious with



her feelings9 is deeply hurt when one of the prettier girls 
earrles off: Alejandro for the remainder of the eTeninga : .
Alaro^n launches out "bitterly against: the supposedly sweet 
young things that the baroness calls her choir of angelsg 
condemning them for disregarding and laughing at fine girls
•'  ̂ gg - ' : " ■' ' ' ' 'such as Oasimirao He places this homely but virtuous 

girl far above them9 saying that she deserves to be surrounded 
by a real choir of angels® .

During his,ten years inpolitiesg Alarcdn added only 
three stories to his' collection̂ ' The finest of these is 
la Obmendadora (1868) o An austere old countess of G-ranada 
placed, her daughter in a convent in order to keep the family 
estate from being dividedo The only son died young9 however^ 
and left one child as the sole heir to the family name and 
'.fortune# This story shows the indulgence and importance 
given to this six=year=*old childg GarlOs0 ■ AsorfnT® says that 
no - one has condensed in such short space all the psychological : 
history of Spain as Alarcon in'this story® The countess repre- 
sents the old •aristocracy® . Her-greatest fear is that the . . 
family line will be'discontinued® It Is ironic that her own ■ 
actions have prevented the beautiful nmir, ' Isabel $, from ' . 
carrying on the lineo Carlos' Is their idol? his every whim 
is indulged® It is utterly ridiculous that they should ful= 
fill his wish to see his aunt in the nude9 an action which 
violates Isabel5 s principles so thoroughly that .she is unable 
to show her face again® The sculptor who made a suggestive
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comment about the nun” a figure is carried off by the Inqul« 
si'tionp on. the declaration of the countess that he is pagan 
and blasphemous^ : Within the few years that follows, Isabel; 
the countessp and Carlos all dle9 thus ending the aristocrat 
tie: line of the. Gondes d© Santos»-

fhe other two stories written during this political 
period,are ®1 Amo. GatepeslneJ?. and Novela iatural o : Th© former 9 
in the group of national stories9 was written for an- agrlculf 
tural almanac» It discusses, the division of the rural year9 ■ ■ ■ 
explaining how the farmer thinks of time in terms of crops9 
religious eventsg.' and stages of 'healthy. He mentions the . ; 
need of more education among the rural folko.
• ; ltdvela Natural^2 has a unique style o- A young girl finds' 

a memo book in the street^ As she reads the scrambled notess 
both her personality and that of the writer are revealedb 
The reader^s curiosity is. aroused more and more with the 
turning:of each page of the memo bookP for an interesting 
personal.history of Julio de Gardela is unraveledo The ul
timate arrival of the girl5s. father with the news that the ' 
said Julio has. just committed, an ugly suicld®. furnishes an. 
unpleasant- endlngp Alaredn says this story offers the only 
merit of not being real9 although- it appears to bea Opposed 
to the naturalistic trend in literature9 he disliked any 
kind of 'photographie effect.-in novels9 even in this formo^^

It is interesting to notice that the first story of 
Alare<lhss final literary epoch recalls the days of his : 1 -
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youth0 Am amatory story9 Bin urn Quarto (lB74)^ relates : ' 
am episode which occurred In the winter of I854g in con^ 
neetiom with the young group of Bohemians known as ,!La Guerda< 
In order to gain the respect of this group? Rafaelg an out^ 
si-dePp decides, to make his first amorous conquesto As he 
tells the Bohemian group ahout his experiences9 building 
himself up as a heros it becomes increasingly apparent to ; 
the listeners and the reader that h© was merely picked up 
hj a prostitutep but was too ignorant to know ito The 
situation is funny9 and the story rings with' the gaiety 
and good times which were evidently such a large part of the 
author.1 s life at that time0

• Sa Ultima Qalayerada (1874) 975 aiso an amatory story,, 
relates the .last wild. adTentur© of a marquis who has the 
theory that every repented madcap reforms only because of 
failures The marquis himself indeed failed in his last 
amatory adventure0 In the heavy fog9 his horse turned about 
and delivered him at his own home instead of that of the 
rend©zvous» One can imagine his bewilderment on meeting 
his wife in the dark Instead of his lady love 0 An additional 
laugh Is provided by the way he gets rid of his horses 
unable to endure. having a dumb animal more worthy of his ... 
wife0s. respect than himself? This story is not trueg but 
the; incident of the fog and horse did happen to a political 
chief of 0iceresp although not in an affair of loveo^S

I»o Q,ue Se Oye Desde una 8111a del Prado (1874)77 is



placed in the group of unlikely stories9 but it appears to 
he an aetual evento It eonsists of a variety of short phrases 
senteneesg and comments overheard from passershy0 There are 
no explanations or descriptions9 hut Alarednas clever style 
and ehoiee. of words reveal people of all ages and from all ;• 
walks of lifeo - ; - '

..Aa agricultural village on the hay of Cadiz serves as 
the setting for El lihro Talonario (1877) a story in 
the national vein0 Pardo«Baz&7^ says that in this story 
the author shows9 more than in any other work9 his capacity 
to ©reet a neatly wrought little tower on a pin point 0 One' 
eannot deny that m very complete study of Busoaheatas and 
M s  kind of life is presented in a very, short time0 -Brief ■ •: 
comments give deep insight into the character of the villagers 
the growers accept with pride the nicknames of tomaterog and 
calabaeerosg the old men are so hunched from working that 
their hearda nearly touch their kneess Busoaheatas la sad 
and tearful the night "before he is to part with his -forty 
favorite pumpkinso The simple villagers are not ignorantr, 
howevero Buseabeatas8 ingenuity is revealed by the manner 
in which he recovers, his stolen pumpkins0 Bis bundle of 
torn vipes- which fit the pumpkins is his libro talonarloc .' 
just like the receipt book used by the tax collectoro,.

Mayo (1878)^Q is the last of the group of national 
stories o A eulogy to the month of Mayg, it mentions an end# 
less number of things connected with this months In eluding
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mythologyg plants p ©motions9 superstitionsg religious...days$, 
and historical, events. The reader is left with the feeling 
that the author could very well have made it shorter,

- The last two stories added to iO-areon8 s collect long 
' both ̂ written during his retirement in Valdemoro9 are found 
in the improbable group. The action of Moros y Orlstianos' 
fl8Bl)'e results from the knowledge that a treasure exist So 
Juan GbtieZg mayor of the village of Aldeirep finds a yellowed 
parchment in the ruins of an old Moorish castle9 but is .
unable to.translate ito The parchment9 which contains the 
description of a hidden treasureg is passed through the 
hands of several persons-by a series of deceits, Alarcon 
arranges the story so that those who acquire knowledge of : 
the treasure ultimately dieP either as a direct or indirect 
result of that knowledge0 The only one who survives is 
Juanf;s yrifBp who considered it an ill omen from the begin# 
ning and wishes to forget about it. The story illustrates 
how men are willing to .give up their principles for money, 
Alarcdn obviously disapproves, Worthy of mention here is 
the picaresque treatment of the Moorish woman9 gam a. She 
is described as. 63a,®mis fea que una mala noticia dieha de. .■ 
pronto y mas sue!a que la eonciencia de an marido=,0 
Her husband speaks to the ugly wr&tch as if she were an ani= 
malp calling her by whistling and accusing her of braying 
when she crieg, ' . -
' La MujerMta (1881)®^ is a dramatic, and powerful story
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of fearo Gabriel tells of a friend9 a experience with a ghost®

' ■ - ' 0Alike woman whose horrible appearance inspires terror^ The 
frlends Teleaforos had long been afraid of meeting such a 
woman0 After each of his two encounters with hers he returned 
home, to ■ find that a loved one had diedo Gabriel says the 
same woman was at Telesforo;®s funeral, laughing irreverently 
at the dead man* A, feeling of terror prevails throughout this 
tale9 Dark streets, rainy nights, wierd shadows, and death 
help make the picture coinpleteo It Is surprising that 
Aldreon "should claim real models for such a wierd portrait0
He says it is absolutely trae from the beginning of the story

. • - 85to the end of Telesforo8 s second"encounter with the woman*
Because of the fantastic and spooky nature of the storyIt
is difficult to believe such, a claimo '

Throughout all of these Hovel as Gortasi whether fantastic,
historic, or amorous, whether written in a frivolous or
serious mood, one finds a constant and healthy sense of humor*
Of all the experiences to be found in these stories, the
one most often encountered is laughter0 It is impossible to
fully describe AlarocWs humoro Sometimes obvious, sometimes
subtle, it may be found anywhere from a verbal description
to a-mental reflexion. One must read for himself to 'em##

;a ppre ei'atee it fnllfo
Another common quality is that of interest = With the

possible.: Okception of M  Ano Gampesino and Mayo n which are
more like essays, there Is no temptation to lay the book
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aside before finishing a story0 The reader8® attention is 
eommanded by the manner in which llareon narrates his tales0 
One can actually see his characters9 hear them speak9 and
feel the atmosphere of their surroundingso Alarcon is '

' 86most certainly a supreme master i#ithe art of narration.



CHAPTER Ills DRAMA AND POETRY

A glance at the works of Pedro Antonio de Alarcon shows 
only a small contribution in the fields of drama and poetry,, 
His definitive collection contains only one dramaB El Hl.jo 
Pr^dlKQ o and one collect ion of poetry0 Poesf as Seri as v 
HnBiorfsticaso His career along these lines "was definitely 
a short onê

. Alarconts first dramatic attempts were made while he' 
was yet studying at the Seminary of Cuadlx® At the ages 
of fourteen and fifteen^ he wrote four dramas9 all of which ; 
were presented in the theater of 6-uadiXb̂  . The first of 
these9 lia Constanoia de una Esposao was written during ‘ 
February of 1848* April of the sg.me year saw the composi
tion of a on©-act comedy9 Una iecclBn a los Vle.los Enamorados Q 
which young Pedro wrote in only four dayso This was followed 
ih August by EL Ufa de San Lorenzoo In February of 18499 he 
wrote an historical dramao La Conquista de Guadixo Although 
these were highly applauded by the public of Guadix8 Alarcon 
soon burned them:ally as he did not consider them worth
- y . 2 '• - " ■
keeping* - .

EL Hjjo Pz^dlgo^ is therefore the only one of Alarconss 
dramas available to the modem readero A romantic play in 
three acts and In verse, -.it was presented in the Circo of , 
Madrid on Movember 5s 1857» Its title reveals the basis of
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its aetionp the behavior of; a prodigal, soru Migttel, ■ a young- 
madoap.s "becomes, "bored with the dull life of his small Anda» 
lusian village9 and leaves home against the will of his 
parentsp Bias and Hosao He also leaves "behind a faithful 
friendp PernandOg and a silent admirer§ DoloresQ Because 
of the sacrifices made in Miguel8s "behalf "by Rob% Fernandop 
and Doleresp Miguel’s two-year stay in Madrid causes the 
financial ruin of his family» Returning homep now more ma
ture and humbleg he redeems himself by leaving for Buenos 
Aires9 where he will claim Dolores8 inheritance and thus 
solve-their financial worrieso

On looking over the play, one is first impressed by -- 
the strange and unlikely relationship between the charac- 
ter-So DoloreSg although she lives with the family9 is not 
a -part, of ito She is the orphaned daughter of friends of 
Bias and Rbsag RernandOg Miguel’s best friend, is also an 
orphan. Although he does not live with theme he is like a 
member of the family, These two are models of kindness and 
respect in their treatment of Bias and Rosa, while Miguelg 
the actual son9 is disrespectful and impossible, Gil and 
Ramonap minor characters9 are never fully explained. They 
appear to be old friends of Bias and Rosas free to come and 
go as they wish, v

Alarcon tends to give his characters one salient trait* 
instead of rounding out their personalitieso Bias is a ; 
picture:of old time pride and honor0 He expects to be obeyed



and respected "by M s  son9 and will not accept M m  until he 
has fully redeemed himself for. his past wild actions o He 
would rather hafe Miguel die with honor than llye in dis» 
grace<> Rosa is wholly motivated by blind lore for her 
son0 Her sacrifice of the family jewels and her apparent 
disregard for the welfare of the •others is unlikely and 
impracticalo Dolores is a good and virtuous romantic heroine6 
Eren though, she has- secretly loved Miguel for years3 she is
ahle to control her emotions and calmly reject his offers

: - 6 fof lore ■because she "believes them igtiohleo hike Zorrilla$s 
heroin© in Don Juan TenoriOo her virtue is the basis of 
Miguelis ultimate salvation0̂  Fernando is a portrait of 
nobility^ honors and self«sacrificeo He is a loyal and . " ; •
faithful friend to Miguela and always steadyP ealms and
dependable in all matters0 His love for Dolores is so 
noble that he is willing to give her to Miguel rather than... 
have her against her wishes* He exaggerates this nobility 
to such an extent that he fails to see that Dolores actually 
develops a real love for hlmo Miguel %  driving fore© is 
the desire for fame and fortune* He is completely selfish® 
ifhen he returns s however9 he reveals that he has learned 
; humility and ■respect for others o '

; : The action of El Hi jo Br̂ digo: is romantic and hi phi v. 
dramatic throughout0 There is one emotional scene after 
another^ all full of ten si on r, shout ing8 or sobbing* Fernando'
painfully declares his love to Dolores9 saying that he is. :



' ' " a ' ; .uaworthj of tier* Miguel threatens to commit suicide if 
Fernando doesn8t give, him the m o n e y I n  a rage P Bias

I Q '' - ■ . =■' ' - -tries to kill Miguel0 - Bias receives the sudden news that
he must pay his debt immediately or lose the factory0̂ ^ - 
Migael8® sudden return home causes joy9 rage^ and fear all 
at. o n c e .

The plays somewhat slow at the beginnings, picks up 
quickly with the entrance of Miguel The events and sit
uations presented are unrealj> with the possible exception of 
two rather realistic references to life in Madrido*^ There 
are no especially significant or serious messages contained 
Im the texto One is not even left with the idea that Miguel 
Ishould have conducted himself differentlyo It seems that 
only through his rash actions was he able to gain the ex
perience and knowledge of life necessary ho: his change in 
charaetero {
' The reminder that Dolores8 large inheritance .exists 

in Buenos Aires is brought up again and againa but no one 
does anything .â out itc .That privilege is saved for,Miguel9 
who uses it to redeem himself» When Miguel first returns' 
home9 it seems that no good will come of ito After Bias 
tells him of the misery he has caused everyone3 however9 he

■ ■ ■ 1 ' „ D .becomes noble and self^saerificingp. taking Fernando s place 
in the trip to Buenos Aires and leaving Dolores to him,
. ' Alarcon was well-equipped to write about such a sub®
jectp for he himself had been a prodigal son when he > first



left home ia 1853 to go to Madrido When he has Rosa mentlom 
to Ramona the trouble Miguel Is having In Madrids becoming 
Involved in polities and a duel« one wonders if h® is not 
adding an. autobiographical toueho.^ llaredn5 s departure 
and return home did not involve quite so maif romantic com^ 
plieationsg. however.0- / . : ■ h ' ■ ': -

El Hilo Frodigo was highly applauded bj its audience 
on its opening night | that is9 by the majority of its aud-* 
lene@o Catalina mentions that there wer© some feelings 
of antagonism present in the audience even before the play 
began* .Aiarc&a had harshly criticized the plays of his con™ 
temporaries^;-and 'some’:were anxious to get even with him*
He was also at a-disadvantage politically* Many conserva- 
-tires had not yett,forgiven him for his attacks in: El hatlgon ■ 
and many liberalisfs felt bitter toward him for deserting 
their rank So These individuals who were against Alarcon pre<= 
vented honest judgment of the drama through their avalanche 
of criticism and misrepresentation of facts published in : 
the newspapers and literary reviews0 The dramat1sts deeply . 
hurts, memoyed/the play from the stage = He' never again 
wrote for the theater or allowed that play to be presentedo 

Among the loos© papers of Alaredn left at his death9 
there was an estimate of this drama wrifteh by the Duke of 
Rivas9 who had read it over several times in order to form 
an opinion of it* ■ He calls it a good comedyp well-*arranged 
with. IntelligenceP judgment9 and good tasteo He felt that it



was interesting9 and that the writer was a good dramatie poet 
who should: be successful with dramao^ Since Alarcon newr 
again, wrote another play> however9 the soundness of this 
judgment was never tested*
. Young PedroEs first poetic attempts9 like his,dramatie 
ones9; ended in the fir@o In his youth he wrote an endless 
number of poems to various relatives^ friends, events of 
Hatur©9 and emotions9 all of which were fuel for the-flames 
within a short time3̂  Alarcon never pretended to be a 
poet 3 hi s volume of Boeslas* Berlas . ̂  Homorf sticas^ was pub* 
11shed only at the insistence of three friends® Antoni© 
0&LOva&' del Castillo furnished the title3 Juan Valera offered 
to do the prologue; and Jose Luis Hbareda advanced the 
costs of publicationo fhe first edition9 published in
187©9 was supplemented by later ones in 1878 and 1885o 
A few miscellaneous poems hot included in shy - of these edi* ' r 
tlons may be found in the ebllection of. tJltimos Escritosa - 
which will be diseussed in a later chaptero .

Juan Valera appears; to be the only,, critic who has taken. . 
time to discuss Alareon8s poetryo This he does in the pro* 
logue to the first editiono Valera^ feels that Alarcdn8 s 
poems are free from the vices contained, in most poetry of 
theutimeo ; The usual Vices of the ;poets are denunciation In
verse of their pros® beliefsa incessant sermons 9 and affecta* 
tioh of a sever® spiritualism0 Alarcdn is an. unaffected 
poet.; his ideas are the Sgm® in verse as In proseo Although ,



soraetimes sententious and doctrinalp he is not excessively 
- s©o Frod’f of his poetic ability is shown hy the fact that 
his epic poem $ El Busp'lro del Moroq an unusual todeavor for 
the times won the medal offered by the Meeo of Granada in 
its competition of 1867&

Alarc&i tends to reveal himself in his poetry0 Many 
of his poems are personal to him9 written to events of his 
lifeg members of his familys and friends0 He constantly 
shows his own, attitudesp feelings* and actionso In the 
dedication* A Mi Mu.ierp ̂  for example9 he gives a brief 
fStoryidf; his life up lint 11 the time when he met his wifes 
and then sings praises of hero .

This personal element is found often in the group 
of fffty^tbree Poes&as' Heriast ̂  He reveals himself as 'a 
family man-in seven of these* showing his devotion and ten» 
.demess toward family members« He is seen as a patriot in 
three*, especially in A la Bandera* written at the time 
he voluhteered for the African ¥ar0 m  eight others* he 
shows himself as a traveler and lover of nature9 impressed 
with the sights of Home and Venice9 . and awed by the gran^ 
deur of oceans and mountains-® He sets forth his belief in 
Hod in four poems, of a religious nature a

Eleven of his serious poems reveal him as a romanticist 
and lover® Some embody tender experienees9 while others 
relate unhappy or picaresque affairs® has Hubes0 the 
earliest to figure in this collection* was written shortly.,



after leaving SuadiXp when young Pedro was thinking of the 
actress who had. played the leading roles In his early , 
dramaso Thirteen poems are written to distinguished friends 
and famous poets = Tarying in fora and content^ they include 
personal letters9 notes of gratitude9 fictional narrationg 
actual eventsy and words of praiseo In addition to these9 
there - are two translations. _ffom- Victor Hugo and Andres 
0henier9 and four miscellaneous works0 The previously 
mentioned El 0uspiro del Moron̂ ^ depicting the sigh of the ' 
Moorish prineey Boahdil9 on leaving dranad.as 1 s also eon= 
tained within this group of serious poems = The writer® s ■ 
understanding, and 1g,ppreelation of the Moorish people give 
this poem depth and interesto

Many"of the group of Poeslas Humoristicae2̂  have a 
unique eharaeterlst 1 e<a The tera9 hamorlsmo0 refers to a eera 
tain ironic style of writingo That which is first said 
seriously is. Tater .treated in a joking man.ner9 producing an 
ironic effect o An example of this is Una FI or Meno s„ ̂  
which begins very pleasantly with a description of the 
growth and development of a beautiful lily0- The wilting of 
the lily suddenly becomes symbolic of the decay of a virgin 
after an .Illicit love 'affair̂ ,, and the poet becomes bitter’

■ ' ' " s - pQ, ' : ’ \ "and ironico In La hunao serious philosophy is interspersed 
with the writer®s light comments about his bald heado Hot 
'all of th© humoristic poems have this ironic twist to the 
extent of these two'0 It enters into many only slightly9 while



in others it is entirely absanto 51
Talera^0 believes that with Alarcon, this hamorismo 

comes not from lack of faiths but from too much modestyo 
He first.sets forth serious ideas| then9 reflecting upon 
What he has said and feeling inadequate as a philosopher^ 
he begins to joke®. Rather than being a denial of his be
lief ss it is a denial of himselfo Since Valera knew ilaredn 
personallyp this may well be true®

Of the thirty-four Roea^as HumorfstlcaBo fourteen are 
composed around the theme of love9 or some phase of ito 
fhey range from the frivolous to the serious o Eight poems 
-/are dedicated, to friends» One of them® Ayer y Hoy®^  -1
: in which the illarcon of yesterday is contrasted with that 
of today9 reveals the writer^s attihudgutoward his past® iia 
' Oita BoEadaQ , dedicated", to Ramon ̂ ampoamoro stands, forth, tit : 
as unusual® It is a type of novel in versep more in the : 
style of his dramatic short stories9 and contains interest 
and suspense® : - . ; . ' • ■, i y

. The writer^ personal, philosophy is shown in four
•• ; ' ' ■ . . 35 • •poemh% . In one of these 9 Diet amen Personal® he discusses

"his attitude toward the institution of marriage^ Two poems 
with a Moorish theme and six other miscellaneous Ones are - 
also included in this group of humoristic poems®

•In general9 this second group of poems is lighter: and 
more interesting than the first® The imonlc humor furnishes 
a refreshing element of surprise0 Alarcdn:is better at be
ing humorous than he Is at being.serious® When he is .



'strictly serious9 h@ Is somewhat commonplace and often ted^ 
louso ifhen he Is humorous 9 ho we ve r 9 he m ak e s a definite 
Impression on the readero His philosophy is best resemhered 
when it is conyeyed through a touch of humoro

As a group9 Alarcon's dramatic and poetic works are' 
rather commonplaceq They were not Impressive enough to . 
deserve the attention of the'Contemporary eriticsg nor are 
they interesting enough to convey any lasting impression 
upon the reader of todayo •
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Al are on11 s. novels have been subjected to more dlseusslon9 
eritlcisBi., and controversy than any other phase of his worko 
There are six of them in all9 ranging from romantic to
serious themes o ' ;:

' : : , . ' ' \ ' , . -2, Young Pedro wrote his first noveln El Final d® Normao
when ;he was only seventeen and eighteen years oldo An en-=
thusiast of geography p he had dreamed up four novels which
would be called; Los Guatro Punt os (Cardinal® Sb The ' first
partP El Final de Normao represented the Nor-tho A, second
parts representing the Eastp was' written but afterwards
burned by the authoro The rest of the intended novels werey
never writteiio Except for the short storyo DescubrImiento
$ Paso del Gabo de Buena Esperanzao El Final de loraa should
be considered Alarcon"s oldest work in proseo Although
written In 18529. It was not published until 1855s when it
first appeared in installments in El Oecld©nte;0

■ As a literary workp El Final de Norma is .highly roman«
tie and melodramatico .Divided into , four parts and an. epl"
loguey it . treats the impossible love affair of a violinist
and a singero ..The hero9 .Seraffn Arellan© 9. becomes enamored
of a mysterious singer called "La hi j a del cielos M while he
is playing for her in Bellini6s operan Normao Before he
can arrange a meeting with her9 however9 she disappears from

53



. Seville with two Norsemen9 In whose custody she appears to . ■
be0 Seraffzig dtseonsolate9 leaves for Italjo His friend^ 
Alberto9 leaves for the North Pole in seareh of adventureo 
They get their boats m±xede howeverg and Seraffn ends up 
sailing toward the north with a sinister .Beahdinavian count 
who oalls himself Rurieo de Galixo It happens that the 
unknown singer9 '-La hi ja del cielo 9 68 is traveling on the 
same ship0 In a secret conversation with Beraffhg? she- re
veals that she is in love with him9 but that: her- life belongs. 
to Barieo d® Galixo .At the end of a month they reach Lap
land 9 where Seraffn disembarks aloneo Porgotten9 lonely and 
eoldg he Is reseued from the beach by a group of men and 
carried off to a sumptuous palace, where' %a hi ja del eielo83 
' awaits hlm0. There she reveals to him her::name9 Branildas and 
the story of her lifeo She tells him how her father was cap- . 
tured by the ill“famed bandit^ Oscar el Eneubiert© 9 and how 
he promised Brumllda8s hand in marriage to the man who - saved 
his- life9 Rurieo de Galixo ,Rurieo was to come for her with- 
in a year9 but before that time her father was killed by 
bandit S o , ifhen Rurieo appeared, she was bound by honor to 
marry him8 , although sh@ did not like him0 The marriage, 
which has not yet taken place, will be performed . within two 
mohfhso Sera.fins now completely dejected and without hope9 
boards a southbound shipe He discovers that the ship is ’ 
owned and captained by his old friend9 Albertoo Di scovering 
that he was on the wrong boats Alberto had purchased his own



yessel and had been traveling about seeing the Horfclu He 
tells Seraffn of his strange experience of finding a oada«- 
ver embedded in the iceo In the frozen man^s hands were 
documents written in his last hours saying that he was 
Eurico d® GaliXj) and that his ship had been attacked by 
the bandit.j,'.Oscar ®1 Encubierf©» ■ The documents further, 
revealed that Oscar planned to. kill Branllda s father/ as» 
sum© Eurico5s identity^ and claim the hand of the fair 
Branildao Seraffn and Alberto rush to the site of the 
planned w@ddings arriving just in time to prevent the cere™ . 
ttony from taking placeo The accusations of Alberto and .' 
Seraffn as to the false Eurico 8s identity are supported by 
. the vtimely arrival of the re alj Eurico8 g: motherh The old 
woman9 emfaged at the realization that her son was murdered9 
stabs and kills Osearo Two months laters back in Seville$> 
Serafin and Brunilda are married= . Seraffn gives Albert© 
the hand of his lovely sister,, Matildep as a' reward for his 
help* : ; ; V" - -

As can be seen from the summary9 the action of the no^ 
yel. is very unrealo Fantastic situations are conveniently 
•arranged to further the action of the story in the direction 
desired by the young author0 Mazzetti9 the director of the 
orchestra at the. opera. house in Seville9 feigns illness so
that Seraffn may direct the orchestra and thus meet %a hija; . / % ■ ■/ • .. . ;; -. ■ : ■ ;v . . - ■: : ' ■
del' del© ®n Seraffn. and Alberto get drunk s allowing them
to get their boats mixed easilyo-̂  Seraffn does not discover



that he is oh the wrong ho at until late in the „journeys s© 
that he could not possihly leave the ship and his lady love®^ 
Alberto2 oh. the other handp discovers his mistake in time 
to buy a shipg sail horth9 ahd discover Rurico3s body before 
picking up the dejected S@raf£n0̂  The frozen hand of Rurleo 

. de - Oal.ix is' very convemiently holdihg the documents which \ 
reveal the'actions of Oscar el EncubiertOo^ Rurico6s mother
arrives . out of howhere: just in time to prove Oscar8s iden«=

. 8 ' ' ' ' ' : ■. tltjo - , :
The oharacters are as unlikely as the situations«

Serafin is only twenty^fiye years old9 but is serious9 ma
ture 9 and director of the orchestra of the main theater; of 
/ -OadiZo Be has a reserve of; superhuman- strength and c our age y;
■ which enables him to pick up an intended assassin on ship* ’

in ■ '; board and throw him into the seao Alberto is supposed to 
; be Seraffn8 s best friends but he has not written to Serafin 
in three yearso ' Brunilda8s voice and personality are the 
rage of all Seville# but her identity is a deep mysteryQ“ 
Eurico8 s seventy-year-old mother stabs Oscar to death with ■

t , ■: ■' : 13 ' -apparent ease?.
The title of the novel refers to the ending of Bellini8s 

dpera# Jjormdo It was while Brunilda was singing this and
Seraffn was aecdmpanying her with his violins that the

■■■'■ ' - ' ' . ' ■ ■; 14: feeling of love was bom between the two a It is referred
to again and again throughout the novel o On the boat 9
Seraffn automatic ally plays this, aria on his violin# Later



he hears Brunilda®s Toiee singing ito During a storm at
' ■ ' ; ' ' f' 17 ■, seap she again sings the ariao Later on,, when she is de«=

Glaring her hopeless love for Seraffn, she suddenly "breaks
into . the same melody j, and he rushes to the piano to aeeom™
pany her»^ Valbuena Prat^^ says that the whole novel is
like a violin soloj, an.d sees in .it possibilities for a
movie aOGompanied by romantie music0 .

In spite of the melodramatic and romantie tendencies 
of the novel? or perhaps because of them, one can easily 
see why this has been srvch a popular story with young 
peopl©o 'Ihe novel Is In itself active youth and enthusiasmo 
The love; affair is innocent and idealistic» It would appeal 
to any young person5s sense of adventure and romances • ;

in the dedication of his fourth edition to Mr® Charles 
D81 r I art e ̂ Who had- translated the work into French;; Alarcon^® 
states that he wrote El Final de Norma at a very early age9 
when he knew nothing of the world except that which he had 
learned from maps and books» Therefore^ he says, it na=- 
turally lacks reality .and philosophy& He himself calls ' it 
a work of pure imagination^ inn.oeentg childlike, fantastic, 
of obvious and common moral, and merely for the entertainment 
of children rather than the minds of meno Although he knew . 
it would not stand criticismp he, allowed its .publication to 
continue because the public wanted it, and he felt it could 
do no harm 0 He would probably not be surprised that Horthup 
calls'-it o o fantastic trash, but still enjoyed by the very
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yptmgo-”̂  Angel del Rfoholds thatg, from the literary 
point of iriew9 the only interest of this novel is to show 
the romantic rein which persists thromgh AlareSn4 s works and 
tends to interfere with his realismo '

OTer twenty years passed before AJaredm. wrote his se^
  . - ‘ . ' ■ ■ ■. 'eond novel„ El Sombrero de Ires gicoso Ocempied with

short storiesj, articlesa war9 and politics9 he did not re* 
turn to writing novels until the summer of 1874° Paced with 
the necessity at that time of sending a jocose story to a 
weekly publication in Gubag he happened to remember somehow 
ttie picaresque ballsA of El Gorregidor y la M o l i n e which . 
he had heard in his youtho He decided to use this as the 
basi s o f hi s: st ory9. Ml thin ' twenty * four hours@ he had com
pleted the .story9 only a few pages in lengths and was ready 
to put it in the mailo Deciding, that the tale contained ma
terial for a narration ten times the length of his storys 
however9 he determined to lengthen it for publication in 
ten part So i,s he finished the first part the next day9 a 
friend who was visiting him convinced him that he should not 
send the story, outside of the continents but should keep it 
for the people of Madrid® Six days later,, he completed the 
story as we know.it nowo Immediately upon completion^ it 
was printed in installments in the Revista Europeao and a 
month later it appeared as a complete volume® It is of 
interest to note that at an. earlier date, sometime before 
1867£, Alarcon suggested this ballad to Jose. Zorrilla as am
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ia@-a for a playg but Zorrilla did not use it:e ■ '

In the prefaee to his storyp Alarcon gives the eredit
for hie idea to a .rustic' goatherd named Repel a o A.s a small
child r, Alarcon had heard Repel a relate thi tale at a local 
, 26'fiestao It concerns a miller named Lucas and his vivacious 
wife p. Frasquitao Their millr, located near a peaceful vil" 
lage of Andalue£a9 is a popular meeting place for the local 
dignltarieSo The pleasant and informal atmosphere9 plus the 
charm and appeal of Fra s quit a, £, attract magistrates and M  shops 
alikeo Don Eugenio de Zuniga j Ponce de Le6ng the corregidoro 
or magistrate of the district9 becomes enamored of the mil= : 
ler*s wife, and determines to have., her for his own0 He feels 
that he can win her by promising to give her nephew a polls 
tlcal positionQ He arranges with Juan. L<Speg9 the mayor of ■ . 
the community in which Lucas6 mill is located, to call the 
miller away from home one nightp supposedly Oh business^ so 
that he himself may en t er the miller Is home and seduce Fras«= 
quitho Don Eugenio8 s plans gO awryp however9 for he falls 
into the mill race while attempting to climb into the bed
room window9 and then has a fit when confronted with 
Frasquitais blunderbuss o The indignant woman then rushes 
off; to find, her hUsbandj, who ̂ suspicious of some deceit 9 has . ' 
already secretly left Juan hSpez® house o He and Frasquita ’ . 
cross paths along the road without realizing ito While this ' 
is occurrln.gg Eugenio8 s depUty9 ,Garduna9 arrives at the millg 
undresses his distressed master9 and puts him to bed* He;



leaves the wet elothes hanging near the fireplace9 and then 
leaves for the o1ty^ where - he mistakenly hopes to find Fras= 
quita hefore she can speak with the magistrate9s wife© When 
hucas - arrives homer, his suspicions about Fr as quit a appear 
to he justified hy the presence of the magistrate's clothes 
in his homeo Peering through the keyhole into the ."bedroom8 
he can see "Don Eugenio8s head on the pillowo Then9 with 
a fiendish laugh9 he dresses himself in the magistrate's 
clothes and heads toward the city p. remarking to himself that 
the magistrate8® wife is also pretty0 Meanwhiler, G-arduhar, 
Frasquitap Juan hdpess and the latter8s deputy9 Tonuelo9 
all in a state of confusion9 direct their steps toward the 
millo Finding Eugenio8s clothes replaced by those of hueass 
they fear the worst* Eugenio puts on the miller°s outfitg 
and all start toward the eityo Arriving at the magistrate®® 
homep they are refused entrance9 and a servant explains that 
his master is already at home and in had with his wife? Such 
an explanation does not calm Eugenio9 who continues to demand 
admittaneeo ' Finally, his wlfe9 Mercedes^ appears and allows' 
them to enter| hut she insists on addressing the magistrate 
as Lucas9 since he is dressed in the miller® s clothes® She 
refers to hueas^ who appears in Eugenio8 s three-cornered hat 
and red cape9 as her hmshando Within a short time9 the dlf= 
ficulties are resolved to the satisfaction of all except Eu«= 
genlo o Mercedes explains to Frasquita that sh© 9 Lucas 9 and : 
the servants were all working together to teach her wayward
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Mms’band a lesaon» Morally 9 no harm was done0 ind so ends
the tale of El Sombrero de Tree Plcos0 except for the author5==    — «===» =====»=X==S=== <=================» ̂
conclusion and epilogueg, which will be discussed in a later

. M.thoû a. Ala,reon definitely states in the prefaee that : 
he heard this story from the goatherd^ Repelas there .is' 
considerable difference in opinion as to its actual source© 
Hot satisfied with Alarci5nffs simple explanations scholars 
have endeavored to place the origin of the tale elsewhere© 
Bonilla y San Martin^; cites three possible sources« a tale 
from BoecaeiOp. Com# Bos JmlROho Durmiendo Cada Uno eon la

del Otro o 51#: Qtra Tengancao Fueron Mas Amigos© printed
in Spanish in 1543» an anonymous - romance©: El Moline.ro de 
Arcosu published by AgustfnDuran in his Romancero General ' 
in 1851 s and a Oaneidn Hueva del CorregidOr y: la Molinera© 
printed in Barcelona in 1859© Although differing in d@= 
tailse the basic plot is the same9 and both adulteries;1 ar© 
consummated© The consummation is not realized in Alaro&i© 
Bonilla y Ban Mart fn. believes that this was probably because 
of .41 arcdn8 s sense of delicacy rather than the idea that he 
was restoring the original moral tale© Foulche^Delbose^ 
offers two other possible sources 8 ha Candfn del Gorregidor 
y 1# Mollnera© printed in Madrid in 1821 i and Salnete Huey#. 
.El Gorregidor y la Molineran printed in Barcelona in 1862©
The cancion has the double adultery^ but the sainete does not, 
The latter ends with the mention that the two couples dined
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togetherP M t  leaves the rest up to the readers withomt 
definitely saying that'there was adulteryo Foulohi^Delhose
therefore believes that the salnete of 1862 inspired the

- 29 -novel of 18T4o Balseiro holdSg however, that if Bonilla
j Ban Mart£n did not know of the salnete» probably neither
did.&larh#ho He farther believes that since Alarcon so
readily, gave .eredit to the romance he had. heard from Repel@„9' '
he wonld have mentioned any other source as willingly#, He
feels that the three documents cited by Bonilla y San Martfn
and the two presented by Foulche=Delbo se are undoubtedly
antecedents, but not necessarily fountains of El Sombref g 1 : .
d# 1-res BicoSe ' ,/y-. -, .

- - - - 30' E0 Bo Place offers an additional and perhaps more 
likely explanation as t© the source of Alaredn0's storyo 
He holds that the substanc© of the tale is a popular folk'* 
tale theme, originally Orientalo with many variations in 
different languages^ The theme was eurrent.in France.in 
the sixteenth century0 In a Collection of old farces pub**.
11shed in:Paris in 18379 there is one, ha Farce Houvelle du 
Poullerj In which a miller named Lucas' .and his wife are the 
central figures* In this version, the wife definitely re« 
mains virtuous, although the husband5s revenge is adulterous0 
Place holds that this must be the source of ilarcdn8 s story, 
because the wife is definitely virtuouso In the three 
sources .cited by Bonilla and Ban Marfan, there is double •/ 
adultery, as well as in the one cited by Foulche~Delbose;



and ©Ten the sainete offered toy the latter does not say that 
the adultery was not eonsmmmatedo Pu.rthermoreP the faro# . 
elted by Place Is the only variant In which there is a miller 
named hucas9 until ^  Sombrero de Tres Plcos0 $he facts 
suggest that Alarcon" s go at he rd̂  Repel 3,9 may have passed ' ' ■ 
aleng a story developed through oral transmission from a 
version of La Faroe: Mouvelle du goullero ' .

Although there have been varying opinions as to the 
SbUrce.of KL Sombrero de Tres PicosQ there has been general 
accord as to its merit<> -fhe novel was an immediate suoeess® 
Within its first ten years, it was published in eight separate
editions, and was translated into Portuguese, German, Russian,

v ; 32_ ' ' ' ’ - • ■ ' 'French, Italian, English, and Rumaniano It has served as
material for at least four comic operas0 Alarcon mentions
two, one in French and one in Belgian^ Bourland^ adds a
third one by M 0 Cairo, and a fourth, Dei: liorregidor, by Hug© 1
tfolfo Manuel de Falla used the idea as the basis for his
• famous ballet. The Thr e e ~ Co m e  re d Hato ̂

: Considering how truly Spanish the novel is, it is not
surprising that it was popular= In Sombrero de Tres Picoso
Alarcdn paints a realistic and genuinely Spanish pietureo
There is no big problem, no great discussion, no theory,
but simply a" roguish and pleasant narration about a phase
of Spanish llfeo Luis Alfonso mentions that this novel,
WO truly Spanish, certainly dispelled the accusations of some.
of Alarcon8 s contemporaries that he was afrance.sado«, or



irioiined toward imitating the Frenelao
To hegin hie Spanish pictures Hare^n plaSes the story

in a definite historical periods the reign of Don Carlos IT
d@ BorbonP and gives a brief history of the time©^ The
deserlptlon. of the mill and the surrounding Andalusian

: 37countryside is realistic and charming© In his picture
of Prasquif as. he does hot stop with her physical description^
but also includes a comparison of the women of Navarre with
those of: Mdalueiao^ As he Introduces Lucasp he manages
to give a complete picture of the everyday routine and do°=
mestic activities of a man of his position^ Throughout«,
he.adds to his picture of Spanish life by mentioning local
customs © The reader is told that the sound of the cathedral
bell in the distance at two in, the afternoon could well be
seying that all_of the Important people of the city have 

40dined© An idea of what the villagers eat is given by a 
detailed description of a meal prepared by Prasquita©^
Lucas8 care and consideration in planning a safe revenge re» 
veal the power still enjoyed by the magistrates of the time©^ ■ 
. The characters are as well=drawn9 alive9 and colorful 

as = are the places and events0 Lucas is livelyP wittya valiants- 
IngeniouSs Irresistible, old, ugly, short, dark, and hunch
backed, all rolled into one © M s  trust and confidence in

b- ' : . ' / - : - 43 • . .• :his wife is the ideal upon which he lives© Frasquita, who
is young, buxom9 charming, and radiant with health and energy,
' - : , ' ' : . ■ ; - :: 44 / " - - :loves Lucas completely, but is jealous© These two characters
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are portrayed so vividly that the reader feels he knows 
them well as the story progresses» Bueas8 anxiety and 
anguish over the thought that, his wife has . been untrue \
as well as Prasqulta8 s complete despalr9 are shared by :
the readero Don Eugenio neither receives nor deserves any 
sympathyo With his three-cornered black hat (from which 
the name of the story is derived) and his bright red cap© 9 
both symbolic of his position,/he- is a picture of the old-
time magistrate who believes his authority entitles him to 
anything* When somethihg happens to. anger hlm9 his auto#. ■ 
matic reaction is' to shout 9 88 Todo el mundo a la car cel I „
It is amusing that,..' in spite of all his authority? he is. 
mad© the butt of ridicule and can do nothing about it« His ,
wife? Mercedes9 with her calm and dignity9 commands more '" .v:'
respect and authority than.he could ever hope to attain*^

 ̂ . ' • ' G-arduna? although: a minor characterj, helps hold the story
together* He is the magistrate8 s deputy, the henchman who
arranges everything for the rendezvous<> Unscrupulously :
hoping to gain favor for himself in the eyes of his master#
he is hopelessly frustrated by the unexpected oecmrrene® of
eventSo Juan Lopez and Tohuelo serve only to further the
action of the.story*

Barja praises M. Sombrero' de fres Plcos for its con* ; ; 
stant good humor and picaresque grace* The reader is amused 
over and over by some descriptions, actions, or word* EugenioP 
amorously reaching for Frasquita.® s: hand, receives a violent
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•push baekwardso*^’ Then9 lying on his hack on th© ground9 
he looks up only to see hueas peering at him through the 
roof above *52 Although hue as and Frasqulta do not reeog=- 
nlze each other as they cross paths between the mill and 
home of Juan Lopezc, their asses recognize one another and 
start to b r a y <>53 Garduna is described as living up to his 
name9 which means marten,/ for he Is; thin, agile, long-̂ necked, 
and uglyd5̂  Mercedes and the servants provide an amusing 
situation when they Insist on addressing Eugenio as Lucas 9 
.when he appears at his own home dressed In the miller8 s 
clothes*55 fhe whole; series of events throughout the story 
1# amuslngo Although the action of the novel stems from 
the planned rendezvouse which Is obviously of Immoral intent, 
the story itself is wholesomeo The joviality and optimism 
with which Alarecm tells the tale erases the possibility of
. bad ' t a s t e a ^  •

After finishing his story, the author adds a conclusion 
arid epilogue#: in which he gives a brief explanation as to 
what happens in the years that follOWo^? He also includes 
some moralizing, for he has the bishop give Frasqulta and 
Lucas advice about their conduct in the future0 This writer
■- ' EtO ,agrees with Balseiro^ that the information given in this 

epilogue is weak, uninteresting, and unnecessary* The charm 
is in what goes before* -
; . Beginning with romanticism in El Final de Morma, and 

changing to humorous realism in El Sombrero: de Tres Picos>,
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Alarecfn entered the realm of the serious morel with EL 
EscandalOo The Idea of this novel began forming in his

' ' GO 7 . , ..mind in the early months of 1863 = That years which saw 
the deaths of his father;and two close friends9 hrought a
. :• ■' , r ,, Vi; 60, : ' .■ '■ .profound change in him0 With the days of his madcap 
youth % soldierings, and traveling behind hi-m D he turned his
thoughts to more serious; suhjeetSo: It. was this same year 
that he entered actively into politicSo

Although the idea for W  Esc&idalo was horn in 1863Q 
Alarcon did not begin to write the novel until September 
of I8680 He finished two chapters then5, but was interrupted, 
for a six-year period by political .activitieso He was not 
free to work on the novel again until November of 1874c When 
he had it halfway finished^ he again abandoned his work for 
politics at the beginning of the Bourbon Restorationp five 
months later, he once again resumed his work, this time to 
bring it to completlomp Bom of serious times,, the novel 
was finished under grief0 Toward the end of May of 1875 8 
all of Alarcon“s children became sick with whooping cough9 
and the youngest one diedo It was in his country home near 
the cemetery where the child was buried that the grief-stricken 
father finished El EscgndalOo . Beginning the night' after the 
funerals, he worked every night from one until eight in the 
mornings, finishing the novel in four weeks« It went on sale 
omyii,; iSTSo63* "

The basic plot of EL Esc&idalo is a simple one© Fabian
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Gonde is the son of General Fernandez de Larae At the 
height of his careers the general had had an affair with the 
wife of a political chief<, fhe chiefg discovering it<, &r« 
ranged for the general’s death, making it seem that he had 
died a traitor to his country9 and thus causing the public 
disgrace and ruin of the general8 8 name' and family 0 Grown9
Fabian discovers the truth from an old acquaintance of the
I ' . .,■ ■■ - ... ■. ,
political chiefo He consults his two best friends^Lazaro 
and Diegoj, as to the course of hisaactions in this matter® 
Lazaro says that9 because of the adulteryg the general was 
guilty of a certain treason^ and that one treason being as 
bad as another^ Fabiin should forget the entire mattero 
Diegog on the other hand, advises him to avenge his honor 
and regain his title, even though fraudulent means may be 
necessary * Fabian follows Diego8 s. advice, and soon regains 
his family wealth and pbsitiono Because of this sudden 
charge in. his status^ plus the knowledge of his father*s true 
history and his mother is martyrdom g FaMan becomes more 
settled down and determines to reform his madcap waySo He 
has long had a notorious and .scandalous reputation in Madrid?; 
but now he begins to lead a respectable'life, inhhopes that 
Gabriela, a fine moral girl whom he had met in his wilder 
days, will accept him as her husband, Diegos now a respectable 
married mana acts as intermediary between Fabian and Gabriela, 
When the wedding plan's are near completion, Diego8 s wife, 
Gregoria, turns him so completely against FabiSn that the
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latter8s position? honor? and life are threatened with im
mediate dieastero It is only through Fahian8s acceptance 
of Sod? and a series of extreme sacrifices imposed "by his 
confessor? Padre Manrique? that.Fahiin is savedo

El Esc In dal© is organized In such a manner that' this 
principal action of the plot; is almost lost from, time to timeo 
During the course of the novel? attention is given to the 
histories ©f Fabian8 s acquaintances in such an extended 
manner that the reader almost forgets about Fabi.lnrhimselfe 
The first book of the novel shows Fabian making his way 
through the streets of Madrid and finally arriving at a 
former Jesuit convent? where he begins his interview with 
Padre Manrique0̂  In the second book? FabiSa reveals to 
Padre Manrique the story of his life and the true history
of his father? bringing him up to the point where he had to

• 63decide whether to try to regain his title and fortune» In
the third book? he backtracks to the story of his friendship
with Diego and Lazaro? the two friends whom he consulted
about this matter? eventually returning to the principal
action by describing the actual meeting between the three

\ ■ ' - ", • 
men* ' Just as he is getting Into the main action? Fabian
interrupts it again, by going into a lengthy discussion of
Gabriela? to whom the fourth book is devoted*This goes
back to a time even prior to his friendship with Diego and -
LazarOo Again resuming his story at the beginning of the
fifth chapter? Fabi&a tells of his change in character and



actions after gaining his rightful social position, and of / 
his plans to marry Gabriela0 This chapter is largely given 
to acquainting the reader with Diego's wife, Gregoriao^ The 
sixth book brings him up to the actual time at which he is 
talking with Padre Manriqueo ' Earlier that very morning,' 
he had received a .letter from Siego threatening his'life 
ahd honor, and therefore he has come to the priest for help0 
Padre Manrique reviews the implications of the entire mat
ter, and outlines the sacrifices which Fabian must make in

• ■ ■ " 67order to save himself from his sinful past0 The next
chapter takes him out of the convent and to Lazaro8 s home,
where he proceeds to make arrangements for performing the
tasks set by Padre Manriqueo^ The qctlom of the eighth
and last chapter takes place the next morning9 and is given
largely to describing Bazars interview with Diego and Gre=*
goria, in which he convinces the former that his accusations
against FabiIn' are unjust 0 The chapter ends with the
final, reconciliation of the two old friends and subsequent
death of DiegOo^ An. epilogue .adding information of doubtful 

70worth follows <?
Each of the separate stories is very interesting and 

complete, and commands the reader8s entire attentiono Each 
could almost be a story in itself0 Fabian, in describing ; 
so thoroughly the people who have influenced him most., gives
the reader a better understanding of his own life and actions»
' " & *By the time Fabian brings his story up to date, the reader



knows sdl of the characters so well that he senses what to 
expect of thenio M d  they follow true to their pat terns P 
except for Fabling, who becomes a different person through 
his sudden repentance and acceptance of Godo

The ent1re actloh of the novel proper 1s extremely 
short» Fabian enters the convent in the aftemoon9 remaining 
with Padre Manrique for six hourso Leaving that evening^ 
he follows the advice given by the priest» Mego$s deathf 
which ends the action9 occurs the next morningo The inter
vening histories and explanations by Fabian9 plus some 
philosophical digressions by Padre Manrique9 add length to 
the story both in quantity and .in timeo The readef is taken 
over years in the six hours that Fabian spends with the - 
priesto

It is in the outcome of this six=hour confession that 
the critics have found the most fault with 21 EscandalOo 
The profound character change which it produces in Fabian is 
too sudden to be realistlco Entering the convent as an, im=- 
moral and uncharitable figure9 Fabian emerges as a near 
sainto Bationalistic' critics were quick to call Alar com 
ultramontane for giving, such credit to the powers of reli«= 
giomo Bevilla^ felt that Aarcdm was saying that the 
only way of solving problems was through confessiono This 
idea of such extreme Catholicism was offensive to those who 
did not share the same belief 9 and they attacked Aiarecfm bit« 
terly for ito The book was considered a defense of old ideas
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of Jesuitism9 and of Christian truthso The fact that,
Alarcon had boon such a violent radical in his youth brought 
even more criticism of such traditional, thinkingo^^ Those 
who had given such acclaim to the gay and colorful Sombrero 
d® Tree Pi cos found if difficult to accept this sudden and 
unexpected serious trend in Alarcon's writingo Rejecting 
the philosophy of ̂  Escandalofl they begged him to return 
to his fomer literary style0̂  ■ ' -- -

There were, those on the other sld@9 however, who d©“ ■ 
fended. Alaredn0 s new novel «>■ B1 aneo=G-arc£ aJ^ held that it 
was surely possible for a young gadabout to have a sudden 
change of heart, and that such events, happening often9 
represent the,most generous instincts and sublime aspira
tions o He pointed out that most critics do not consider 
conscience and Inner soul as realities, and thus tend to 
disregard themo He further held that the faulty idealistic 
atmosphere and unreal characters were not sufficient to 
provoke the accusations that the author was insincere and 
ultramontare® Pardo^BazahT^ also maintained that Alarcon 
was not ultramontane, but rather in the middle road, with 
no real fixed philosophy or idealso Since his ideals were 
not fixed, and he consequently expressed a variety of conflict"
ing thoughts throughout his literature, he was often accused

* 76of. insincerityc Alarcon, in defending himself, claims that 
the novel was. written in complete sincerity, and that its 
basis was historical0 He holds that rather than trying to



expoimd his owi phllosophiga! ideass he was merely stating 
the facts as he had. ae'en them occuro According to him̂  
the ideas expressed by Manrique are peculiar neither to 
Jesuitism nor to Gatholieismf but common to all religious 
and Christian orders© :

$ti@ cross that KL Eseandalo pro-roked against Alarcon
was more political than literarySince the controversy
between the rationalists and Catholics was at its peak
when the novel was published^ bitter criticism was inevitable
Butj, setting aside the political implications and consider^
ing only the literary ones! the novel has certain points
which command the praise of .all©

78Re villas, one of the most severe critics of the moral
. and philosophical aspects of' the novel9 has nothing but 
praise for its exterior fora© Commending Alarcon for his 
usual pleasant and natural style and excellent narrative 
abilitys he says that’ the excellency of form is enough to 
make the novel endureP in spite of its internal weaknesses© 
Pardo-Basexpresses the same opinion© Hurt ado y Paleneia 
who calls El Esoandalo one of the best of the modern Spanish 
writings^ also points out that the main criticism to be 
found is in the religious and philosophical note®

. Ihe passages in th@ novel in which' Alarcon launches ; 
into his much criticised philosophy are definitely inferior 
to the narrative ones© This is immediately obvious to the 
reader© - In Fabianrs story of his friendship with .Lazar© and
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Diegos for example9 the .reader is very.impressed.hy the 
vivid and realistic de'soription of D i e g o W h e n  there is 
an interrupt ion 9 however ? and Padre Manrique talks seriously 
to Fabian while they have chocolates the interest lags lm* 
mediatelyo The complicated^ eonfusingg and dull sermon].Ike 
break, .is exasperatlhg in the midst of such lively narration^ 
The scenes of action are vivid and dramatic9 holding the 
reader8s entire attentions while the philosophical passages 
are heavy and slowo The scene between Fabi an and Diego in 
the cafe9 for instanceP is excellent«, The manner in which 
Alarcon describes it draws the reader into the picture9 so 
that he can. easily imagine the cafe atmospheres the tension 
between Diego and Fabians, the sound of shouting voices s and

g"5the attitude of the onlookers» This may be contrasted with 
the long passage which follows shortly afterwardSg in which 
Padre Manrique reviews Fabilh8 a confession and gives him 
adVie@o^ Perhaps in themselves9 the author8 s serious 
speeches may contain some worthwhile truths9 but viewed 
alongside his colorful and rapid narrative style9 they lose 
their significance and merely become Obstacles to the action 
of the storyo :

■ B a r h o l d s  that the whole story of EL Eseandalo is 
impossible because of the hero @ .Fabiano . His purl float long 
after only a few Intervening hours of conference with Padre 
Manriquep appears as a work of surprise and magico He is. 
portrayed throughout as a romantic figureP proud9 rebelliousg
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pass i on at e g an & pXacing personal will above everythingo 
Yet, after leading such a worldly and self=eentered lifen 
.he is suddenly prepared to reject everything dear to him 
and to disregard public opinion as unimportants even going 
so far as. to profess a desire to become a p r i e s t T h i s  
-.character change Is not brought about by any gradual de
velopment by the author9 but is the result of one afternoon 
with Padre' Manriqueo It may be possible, of course, that 
Fabian could have experienced such a radical spiritual change 
of heart, but it does seem unlikely to the reader<>

Padre Manrique himself does not make an. impression on 
the readero „41aredn uses him as a means to convey his 
ideas, and gives him no personality of his own = With his' 
black cassock and white collar and hair, he is a total ab-

gysenee of color, and plays a passive role for the most partd 
Diego, a crude and primitive individual, is perhaps the 

most energetic figure of the novels His personality, with 
all of its strengths and weaknesses^ completely overpowers 
Fabi&io The reader is warned early izi the bobk that the 
idea of appearing ridiculous will turn Diego wildo’̂  This 
weakness, plus the thorough knowledge he has of Fabian®s life,

' 1 ' - : g '' ' ' 'helps bring on his attack against Fabian later on® He is 
quick to believe Gregoria^s accusation that Fabian has made

" " ■ golove to her, and just as quickly enraged0 One might say 
that the entire novel is based on this false belief, for it . 
brings about the necessity for Fablah8s visit to Padre Manrique^



whlete, in turn leads into the long confession0
G-regorias Diego"8 wife, is common9 presumptuousp and

ill»mannered0̂  She is jealous of Diego 8s friendship for
Fabi&g and is insulted because Fabian does not seem to
like hero She hopes that he will make advances toward
. h e r . so-' *he:;.can .prove;, her own charm and virtue to Diego and
simultaneously end the friendship between the two men0
.When the former madcap ignores her, she lies in order to
turn her husband against him, using Fabian8 s visit in Diego8s
absence as the basis for her d e c e i t I t  is ironic thati
.after the many ill deeds that Fabi&i performed in his wilder
days, he should finally be held to account for his sins by
an act which he did not commits

.Matildag the.older woman with whom 'Fabian is having- an
affair when he first meets Gabriela, is another realistioally

- - - portrayed womans - She is- as unscrupulous and immoral as a
woman can. be 0 She provides an excellent contrast to Gabriel a £
who is the personifieation of ideal and pure love
dabriela, with her Christian charity9 is willing to forgive
Fabian anything if he will repent and reform him self <,
Although ideal in nature, she seems real=

Lazaro appears unreal because of his ebmplete goodnessQ
' ©6He is distinguisheda intelligent9 morale and unselfish,

' -When Diego and Fabian accuse him of being a hypocrite, he
' : 97will not defend himself although he is well able to do so©

The secret of his lifep when finally revealed9 makes a
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fascinating story in it self He has had, ip make extreme 
personal sacrifices because of an unjust accusation made by 
a scorned wornano This furnishes an Interesting eoineidene® 
to Fabi^l^s situationo

AlareSh seems to be trying to. show that there is a need 
for personal saorlfieea and that self-centered actions can 
lead only to harmo It is indeed difficult for the reader 
to believe that Fabian will actually carry out the saeri^ 
fices imposed by Padre Manriques but when he actually does 
so9 it really appears that he has acquired the power of self” 
denial^ Even when Diego requests with his dying breath that 
he marry Gabriela after all9 .Fabiln0 s immediate reaction is 
n e g a t i v e T h i s  would be the.logical place to end the 
novelp in order to carry through any message of repentance 
and self^saerifice® Alarcon does not stop herea however^ 
but unfortunately adds an epilogueo"*"0® In it he tells of, 
the marriage of Fabian and Gabriel a a year later I Just as 
the reader has become convinced that Fabian has given up 
everything dear to him9 the author turns around and returns 
to him his most coveted objects, Gabriela0 His weak, explana=» .: 
tion for this is that the marriage is further,penitence9 for 
it is Godes wish'that Fabian face the problems of life 
rather than escape as a missionary to the peace and quiet 
of the Asiatic desert0 This is certainly nothing more, than 
a romanticist8 s excuse for getting the hero and heroine to« 
gether to live happily ever aftepo It is no wonder that



was sometW ' of-̂  ̂%  when he com
mitted such contradictions as this;oheo; . It Is entirely 
possihle that he was very .sincere and serious throughout 
the novel; "but when it came .to completing the work9 his ' 
irrepressible romantic tendencies and. narrative habits . came

' Alarcon wrote his fourth novels El Nino de la Bolaâ °^ 
.as an answer to the critics who had accused him." of. being- 
_ ultramontaoe in El: EscandalOo The idea of the. novel had
been in his.mind\since 18759 but he did not begin to write 
it until the summer of 1 8 7 9 In' it he presents an un- 
educated priest in/exemplary livings in an attempt-to show 
that •he; Is not an upholder of extreme Gatholicisnio ' With 
this priests Trinidad Muley». he champions simp!e piety and 
pure deism without dO0uao The books which later served,
as,the basis of an opera by Hugo Wolf 9 appeared in the .stores 
in January of 1880o105

The subject matter of hind de la Bola wan derived
i from a popular, romanti c dramas enacted among the common ! 
people, which Alarcdn had witnessed in Andaluela in his 
Pydutho^^" :;Tt treats the life of one Manuel VenegaSo Manuel , 
left; an orphan at the age Of ten,- is rehred by a kindly and .

. tlmple priest, Don Trinidad Muieyo Because of the severe V 
'• shock given him by his. father8s sudden death, the child is : 
strangely withdrawn and mute during the first three years 
he spends with the priest? P His ...first words, at the age of

: ; i  p . ; - :  '- h v . :  . : '-  . - -



thirteen*, are directed toward a pretty effigy which is 
venerated im Don. Trinidad8s churcho The effigy9 called 
ME1 lino de la Bola9 81 is of the . child Jesus holding a "blue 
globe topped by a crosss which signifies the redemption of 
the worldo Because of Manuel“s idolatry of this figures he 
is nicknamed "El HIno de la Bola” by the people of his Anda= 
luofan villageo That same year9 Manuel falls in love with 
the girl who is to determine his destiny0 She is Soledads • 
the t welve=year=.old daughter of the usurer Elf as 9 the very 
manrwho had caused the financial ruin arid death of Manuel Ss- 
father0 At Don Trinidad!s suggestion^ Manuel tries to put 
Elias3 daughter out of his mind8 and spends three years 
devoting himself to rellgioa. and outdoor life, lis efforts 
are to no avail P for he is unable to forget Soledad although 
he has seen her only oneeo .When the lad reaches sixteeng 
Don Trinidad has a change of heart and gives him permission 
to seek out Soledad9 s friendships Manuel encounters her on 
the street and declares his love9 but Elfas objects so vio=» 
lentiy: that he immediately withdraws his daughter from 
school and guards her zealously within his own home* During 
thf next three years9 Manuel sees Soledad only at Sunday, masss 
and then from a distanceo In an attempt to prove himself 
worthy of her, he works hard to earn moneyP and also becomes:: 
a public figure through the performance of heroic deeds0 • At 
the end of this three-year period^ the youth once again makes 
a bid for Soledad, this time at a reli.giouB festival held 'by
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the brotherhood of EL Mino de la Bola0 As a part of this 
festivals, held each April9 there is a dance at which men 
may buy'dances with any woman present9 the money being given, 
to the brotherhood for religious purposeso Nineteen^year^old 
Manuel bids for a dance with Boledad, but is opposed by EL fas$ 
who counteroffers a large sum to prevent lie Elfas further 
declares that Manuel still owes him another million dollars 
on the debt left by his fatherc Manuel9 enraged to the
point of wanting to kill Elfas9 swears that he will leave
the community and not return until he is able to pay the 
debta He declanes that if anyone tries to take Soledad in 
his absence, he will kill that person, upon his retum. Eight 
years later, again at the time of the April celebrations, 
Manuel returns with a fortune he has earned in the Americas»
In the meantime, El fas has died and Soledad has married and
given birth to a sonD Manuel swears that he will kill them 
all, and the whole: town looks with anxiety toward the festi
val dance, at which Manuel will undoubtedly encounter Sole™ 
dad with her husband, .Antonio Arreguio. The good priestg 
Don Trinidad, is able to restore Manuel's belief in God be^ 
fore any harm is done, however, and Manuel decides to 
swallow his pride and leave town peacefully« As he is 
traveling away from the city, a note from Soledad is delivered 
to him® 1 The note, which declares her love for him and calls 
him a coward for running away, restores his violent passion 
and sense of honoro He returns to the town and the. dance3



where he buys a dance with Soledad® The dance9 and the 
noTel9 end with dramatic violence® Manuel embraces Soledad 
with such passion that he causes her death, Antonio there
upon stabs Manuel to death, and Soledad®s mother eolalapses 
in a faint of death,

EL Nino de la Bola is divided into four books and an 
epilogueo The first book9; showing Manuel returning to the 
city of his childhood after eight years of absence, serves 
as an introduetiono Manuel8 s identity is revealed to the
reader through remarks made by people encountered along the 

lOT ; " -roado The author supplies the background and story of 
Manuel9s life in the second book. Here he describes the 
death of Manuel8 s father^ and the ensuing events of the 
boy$s life from that time, when a child of ten, until his

"j Q Osudden departure from th© danee nine years later, ■ The 
third book is concerned with Manuel6 s return after his eight 
year absence and its effect on the people of his village* 
Included is the relation of significant events that have 
occurred in his absence, The battle between good and 
evil forces which influence Manuel is discussed in the 
fourth book. Here is where Alarcon sets forth his philoso# 
phy. Even, the various villagers enter into the moral battle 
some for Don Trinidad and his religious beliefs, and others 
siding in with the vile and atheistie Titrioloo There is 
-ultimately a change within Manuel from bad to good with' 
the triumph of religion and acceptance of h u m i l i t y T h e  
epilogue describes the reversal in Manuel8s good intentions
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after receiving the letter from Soledads and the ensuing

. Ill tragic results.
$he • dramatic action of the novel has as its basis.the 

terrible passion for Soledad within the soul of Manuel9 
which engenders the final bloody c a t a s t r o p h e Alarcon 
himself confesses that the work is romantico^^ And being'
romanticg it contains some rather unreal and unlikely

114 ■- - ' :situations* Leopoldo Alas. contends that the entire
action is unlikely* He questions why Manuel should wander 
for eight years and not enter into lifeP and how he could 
go so many years without actually getting acquainted with 
Soledad* He also holds that it is ridiculous that a city 
of twelve thousand inhabitants should keep Manuel so well 
in mind that it does not forget him in eight years©

When one looks more closely at the powerful figure of 
the protagonist5 however, he finds that Alarcon was perhaps 
justified in placing him in such unusual situations© With 
Manuels Aiarc<fn has created a type of superman, a strong 
figure with equally strong passions and actions* One remem
bers that a chief criticism of EL Escandalo was that Fabfan 
underwent a complete change in personality during a six^hour 
period© She protagonist of EL Hiho de la Sola* however, is 
a well«*developed character© D It does not seem strange to 
this writer that Manuel should act as he did, or that his 
city should remember him, considering his character develops 
ment throughout the novel* The author carefully explains



that Mam el 9 as a ten-year-old boy, undergoes the tremen
dous shook of M s  father8s sudden death9 and is so stunned 
that he Is unable to cryo The servant at Don Trinidad8 s
house believes that this tragi© experienoe has affected .the 
boy*8 mind9 and that Manuel is slightly insane as a result 
of it» His muteness of three years indicates that this may 
well be so012-7 Thus the boy begins a at the age of ten. to 
lead an. unusual life* The way he passes hours staring at the 
figure of El Hi$o de la Bola is certainly not the usual 
daily procedure of most young boyso This Idolatry is no
ticed by the community9 which gives him the nickname which 
is to remain with him through the years s and thus brand him 
as a singular f i g u r e H i s  enduring passion for Soledad
which, develops at the age of thirteen; although unlikely9

119serves as further Indication of his individuality«, When
Manuel decides to prove himself worthy of Sol©dad9 he becomes.;

' 1.2© 'an acclaimed public figure, through his deeds, of heroismo 
The impression made upon the public at that time is a lasting 
one0 After working so hard to prove himself worthy of Sole-
dad, the Scene with Elias at the festival dance -is all that

1 ’ 121 hie pride can endure0 and he leaves to seek his own fortune«
After this thorough background and development of the youth8©
personality, the reader can understand Manuel11 s conflicting
emotions toward Soledad, when9 after eight years of working

:122 -to gain her9 he returns to find her married to another®;:
Hi s sens© of honor demands; that he ' kill Antonio 0 Since he
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has lost his faith in God during his absence,,. and simultaneously 
his moral sens© of valuess he feels perfectly justified in 
seeking out his own bloody revenge0 Don frinidad9 however^ 
after talking with Manuel and reminding him of his foimer 
reverence of SL Nino de la Bola9 is able to reawaken his 
Christian belie'fs»^* His religion is not strong enough 
to save him9 however; and in the epilogue he is again losta 
a victim of his own passionso

Revilla^^ calls Manuel a series of unintelligible 
-contradictions-©' He holds that the addition of the epilogue 
is . Alarcon* s gravest error© Without its Manuel would have 
won his battle against evil and remained noble l with it 9 
his noble hard^won decisions are reversed© Rardo^Baaan’s 
opinion seems to be a better one© She holds that Manuel is 
a madmacig but a great one. He should therefore be- accepted :
. as what he iss and not expected to be normal© Throughout» 
he is motivated by passion for Soledad8 revenge8and riches© v 
If the novel had ended .where Revilla wanted^ his whole pie” 
ture would have been a lie© fhe final impulsive passion and 
killing was a natural ending for the novel© And without Sole®
dad9 it is also natural that Manuel should die* for his life

126no longer has a purpose©
A contrast to Manuel is offered by the good priestd Don 

Trinidad Muley© Muley is described as a priest in the old 
Spanish style9 without the distinction of political parties 
or religious creeds© He is a common and truly charitable
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man9 Taut not leamedo He performs stteh good deeds as 
visiting prisoners in jail̂  and spending his own meager earn* 
ings on shoes for c h i l d r e n A s  a young man9 he had sacri
ficed his personal desires and- passions in order to care for 
his mother and seven brothers and si stars» His problem c, 
which he solved through humilitywas similar to Manuel8s9 
so he is well qualified to encourage Manuel to he generous 
and humhleo This similarity reminds one of the likeness
between Laaaross and Fabian8a situations in El EsoandalQo 
In both instances there is a good man who has become that 
way through personal sacriflee9 and a sinner who has need 
of the same type of action to. saye himselfo

Another good moral character is Maria Josefa9 Boledad9 s 
fflothero Charitable and kind9 she wants to help young Manuel 
by giving him m o n e y S h e  in no way resembles her hearts 
less husband9 whose housekeeper she used to be* Elfas is 
a vile character^ with regard for nothing except his mdney 
and his daughter! He has no. pity for Manuel when he so un
scrupulously takes over his father8s p r o p e r t y T h e n § 
after Manuel has worked so hard to build himself up in, the 
eyes of the community and Soledad, Elfas is cruel enough to 
tell the youth in the presence of the public that he still 
owes him a million dollars on his father8s debtv

■ Boledadp the object of Manuel8 s constant affection, 
is bewitching and beautiful* v Her character is ugly, how
ever, for she is vain and immoral0 Her letter to Manuel, in
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whieh she reveals her desire for adultery9 shows her shame6*

% A.lessnesso Portrayed with brutal realismg she is unworthy 
of a.-love such as Manuel*a*

VitriolOg painted with color and energyg is the most
_  - • ■136perverse and horrible character of the novel. Ugly in

both body and soul9 he is an atheist with no moral princi=
pies. Desirous of the downfall of Manuel and the
triumph of impiety9 he is a living .example of the thesis of
the novelo^"^

The thesis of El Nino de la Bola is basically the same 
as that of El Escandalon that a person cannot have true 
morality without religious beliefs,^® In El Escandaloi
Fabian Gonde finds faith and is saved; in ̂  Nino de la

1 139 ' -Bola9 Manuel Venegas loses faith and is lost, .Whereas 
the first novel appears to be a defense of 0atholiclsm9 how**

iJlQeverg the second is a defense of religion in general.
The bishopy for examples in defending his beliefs against 
Vitriol©p saysy ", ,» , yo no defiendo aquf ahora nimguha ;
rellgidn deterainada?: defiendo la rellgiosldad en abstractor, 
el. temor de Dios9 el amor al hombre, , , This moral
defense of religion is weak and unimpressive, • though,' and 
is definitely subordinated in the novel to the interesting 
dramatic act!on, '

El Nino de la Bola was immediately popular upon public 
tlom. Even Beopoldo ilaSy who criticizes the way the.public 
praised and clamored oyer the novel before it could be'



judged by critics 9 admits that the novel offers enough fas-* 
einatitoh' to hold the attention of even the most disinterested 
The surge of sudden attention given the novel toy the public 
was partly due to publicityo On the eve of its appearanees 
.some of Alaroon8 s friends who were newspaper editors puto= 
lished excerpts from the new toookg thus acquainting everyone 
with ito The next day the entire edition was exhaustedo .
The rationalistlCg or ant 1«0atho 1 ie9 critics such as Revilla
strongly otojeetedp saying that no one should have read it
until they judged it* Their critieisms inevitable because • 
of their former attack on EL EscandalOo. had been forestalled • 
toy the clever advertising stunt on the part of Alarcon8s 
friends* Unhindered toy biased criticismg the romantic, and

• .. .. yAX -* ’pious public eagerly accepted EL Hlno de la Sola* •
Readily accepted toy tooth public and critics was Alarcon8s 

fifth novel9 .EX gapitan VenenOo1^  A lively and humorous 
narratlong it contains no controversial subject matter such 
as that found in the two preceding novels0 It is rather in 
the vein of EL Sombrero de Tres Pi cos. * and thus comes as a 
welcome relief among his more serious novelSo

ilarcdh wrote EL Oapitln Veneno in September of 18810 :
Some weeks before^ he. had told the story to his friend*
Manuel Tamayo j BauSp who encouraged him to write it* -.Since 
Tamayo y Baus showed such interest and enthusiasm* Alarcon ;
wrote it in order not to disappoint h i m H e  spent only 
eight days writing the story* and first published it in the



Revista Hispano^AmeriGanao 
. The narration is simple and without philosophical eom» 

pi i cat ions o On the afternoon of March 26$, 1848 p in the- streets 
of Madrid$, there is a fight between a handful of Republic 
cans and some government troopso The' captain of: the troops 
is wounded and falls unconscious in front of a house wherein 
dwell the widow Bona Teresa9 her lovely daughter ingust las 9 
and their servant Rosao The three women carry him 'into their 
home and send for Doctor Bahehezg who treats him for a 
broken lego The wounded captains Don Jorge de Gordo"ba9 -is 
forced to remain in their home until his leg heal So This in* .. 
furiates hims for he has long had the reputation of being a 
woman, hater9 and has shunned them completely during his 
forty yearso He is so rude and gruff in disposition that he 
has earned for himself the nickname of 8IIE1 Gapitah VenenOsH 
meaning "Gaptain Poisono811 During the first month he spends 
with thems he softens slightly toward Teresa and Rosa8 but 
still treats tegustias with disdain* He prides himself in 
feeling no tenderness or softness toward anyonea but the 
women know it is largely a big act0 •When Dona Teresa sud^ 
denly becomes ill and at the point of deathp Jorge promises 
her that he will look after ingustias as a father or elder 
brother o. After Doha Teresa 8s death 9 he keeps his pro hi 8%  
and endeavors to prevent ingustias from learning that he is 
supporting hero When the truth comes out g however^ ingustias 
insists on working and taking care of herselfQ She also



insists thata for the sake of her honor and reputation*, he 
leave their house and return to his own.9 since he is now 
able to walk with crutcheso Faced with the necessity of 
abandoning Angustias and his pleasant moments in her com=» 
pany9 the gruff wornan-hater relents and asks her to marry 
him g with the one condition that any children 'will be sent 
to a foundling hospitalo A brief look at Jor'ge four years 
later happily playing with his two children reveals that the 
one condition was not fulfilledo

Balseiro^^ contends thatj, of Alarcon8 s short stories 
and fiction^ with the exception, of H  Sombrero de. Ires Pi cos# 
there is none so gracious and pleasing as El OaPltan Veneno0 
The change of the forty-year-old captain from a violent 
woman-hater to a good husband and father is gracefully exe- 
eutedo The dialogue between Jorge and Angustiasg at the end 
of .which he finally succumbs and asks her to marry himP is 
an.excellent example of the author8s adeptness at handling 
humorg as well as his knowledge of human nature0 Angustias1 
feigned indifference- and Jorge’s reluctance to give up his 
independence are presented, in a delightful fashion^

The reader observes early in the novel that Jorge is 
not as poisonous as he pretends to be* He has long prided 
himself on being toughg as shown in his speech to Dona Teresa* 
where he says5 8io * « yo no he nacido para amar ni para que 
me amenni para vivir acompanado ni para tener hijosg ni 
para nada que sea dule@? tiemo y afectuoso0 = ^  H@



reveals his thoughtfulnesss howevers 1b. his eonoera over
the effect of his injury on the womens, for he does not want

IRQ ' - -to worry thea0 J His outer shell of defianee is finally
shattered fo#ever by Jngustiasp pictured by the author as
an harmonious combination of physical and moral perfections<>T
Her pleasant disposition and apparent indifference to his ':
insults anger and subsequently conquer him» ^  •

Dona Teresa1s own personal problem provides a secondary "
story which Indirectly helps further the main action® She
is the widow of a Carlist general who9 according to the
Treaty of Vergara, must be recognized by Isabel, although in
a retroactive sense® If this happens, she will receive.the
title of generala and condesa® and will have no financial
worries® The discovery that the government has decreed
against her brings on her sudden i l l n e s s ® I t  is, this
illness, which later results in death, that provides the
necessity for Jorge to take care of ingustias®
■ ' ' ' • - . ■ ' _ ' ■ • The maid, Rosa, provides comic relief® Alarcon describes
her as/'® ® ® sin edad, figura ni casi sexo determinables® >. 
Jorge1 s cousin, the marquis of Tomlllares, furnishes a con
trast to the hero, as he is mild-mannered, calm, and tied to 
his third wife8s apron strings®^ Doctor Synches, excellent 
in his profession, has the only vice of being long-winded in 
his diagnosis®

El OaPitan Veneno® written in Madrid, rings throughout 
with patriotism® Don Jorge, leader of the troops, is brave
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and valiant in. his commando ingustias enters the street 
without fearg although she is in danger of being shoto^®
Dona Teresa feels that it is her patriotie duty to take care 
of the wounded eaptain9 and will not accept pay for her ef«=» 
fortso^^9 Mention of the Garlist War and Treaty of Yefgara 
is histbriealo Alarcon perhaps shows his own 'patriotism 
hy making the hero a government-captain rather than a Repub
lican^ as he himself was a conservative at the time, Ho 
issue is made of this9 howevero

El Gap it an Veneno.o with its freshness and humors was 
more in the style of Alarcon1s earlier short storiesg and 
was therefore accepted by all with enthusiasmo In the mid* 
die of the systematic war waged by the critics^ it received 
only praise and congratulationso This did not please the 
author9 though^ for he felt that the absence of criticism 
meant that something must be lackingo He thus turned one© 
again to more serious subject matter in his next and l&st novel9 
La Prodlga, , ■ -

Alarcon first published La ProdlKa^^^ in installments 
in the Revista HIspano-Americanain the fall of 18810» Nine 
installments^ appearing three days apart9 meant twenty™seven 
days of publicationo The author devoted this same amount 
of time9 concurrent with the publication,, to writing and cor-*

" - 153 ... -a-recting the novel0 - La Prodiga returns to the moral terrain
touched upon by M  Eseandalo and ^  Nino de la Sola, Whereas 
the first novel contains a defense of absolute 0atholicism9 -



and the second defends religicm: In generals this third one 
confines itself to the support of conservative traditions 
and social convent ions

The novel treats the illicit love affair of Jullas a 
fallen marchioness of thirty = seveng and Guillermo 9 an am= 
Mt'idus young politician of twenty-fiveo While Guillermo 
and his two friends^ Enrique and Miguel9 are traversing the 
countryside, in an attempt to gain political support for the 
coming elections they meet Julia#’ known to all as lila Frddiga 
hecause of her unselfish generosity= Julia9 who has heen 
living a quiet life in the country for three yearss has a 
scandalous baekgroundo The old palace in which she lives 
is symbolic of the downfall of her former wealth and social 
positions Guillermop at once attracted by Julia's seductive 
beautya arranges with Jose# the son of the overseer# Antonio# 
to return that night to talk with Juliaf When he does this# 
Julia sends him away# saying that he must return to Madrid 
and forget that he ever met hero Returning to the capitol# 
Guillermo is eledted to the Cortes# and soon gains fame0 His 
success and popularity do not erase Julia from his mind# 
however# and he tries to learn something about her6 Every** 
thing he hears, is bad# and points to immorality on her parto 
He finally encounters an old acquaintance of hers who tells 
him all of the missing details => He learns that Julia# after 
an unhappy marriage at the age of sixteen and an ensuing 
divorce# had a series of loverso With each lover# she was
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entirely faithful? hutp through no fault of hersP eaah love 
affair ended -unhappily or tragicallyo After her last one* 
she abandoned the social world in favor of solitude and 
resto Guillermo9 convinced that association with Jula would 
not he good for his ambition and reputation, decides to give 
her upo A political disappointmentP followed by a-disillusion
ing experience with a young girl of supposedly high character^ 
drives M m  to think of Julia once again s and he leaves Madrid 
to join hero When he arrives at her home, Mla Frodiga18 wel" 
comes him with a certain fatalistic joys accepting his ar
rival as inevitable,. She will not accept his proposal of 
marriage9 however3 but says that when he is cured of his 
hate for the world and love for her j she will send him back 
to Madrido Meanwhile9 the two will live together with 
Guillermo acting as master of the house0 The two lovers go 
along their wayp without respect or regard for the social 
conventions which they are breakingo . In their own little 
worldg they are oblivious to the disapproval of the surround-* 
ing country folk o When the people of the neighborhood all 
fail to appear at a social affair given by Julia and Guillermo0 
gnd outwardly show their hatred toward Guillermo s he begins 
to have his.doubtSo His inherent ambition and desire for 
success make him increasingly discontented over being so re® - 
jeeted by everyone and he begins to-get bored with his existence 
as a lover onlyo The wedding of Jos4 and Brfgidap exactly 
one year after the loverse first'meetingp brings the action
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to a climaxo The priest refuses Jul&a and G-uillemo the 
right to be sponsors for the weddingg contending that any twor 
living as man and wife without the marriage ceremony*, may not 
be associated with the church in any wayc This is more than 
Guillermo^s pride can takes and his dissatisfaction comes 
out into the open0 Julia, declaring that their love has endedg 
tells him that he must now return to Madrid9 but Guillermo 9 
out of charity9 refuses to go» Knowing that such a course 
will ruin Guillermo8 s lifej, Julia sacrifices her own.o Finally 
conquered at the end of her long fight with the laws of so™ 
cietys she commits suicide0 Jose and the villagers9 with 
bitter hatred toward the man who had indirectly taken the 
life, of Julia, will not allow Guillermo to touch her. or to 
attend her funeralo Scorned and dejected, he returns to 
Madrid, once again to enter the society which he had rejected 
for Juliao in. epildgue adds that a few years later, once 
again a popular statesman, he marries a young girl of his 
own class, with whom he establishes, a happy and respectable 
family.o' -

The passions and language of ha Prodiga are essentially
romanticGuillermo8 s declaration of love, his letter

167 ; 168to Julia, and her discourse on love, for example, are
packed with romantic emotions= The story itself is also
romantico A. relation between human sentiments and nature is
common. The night of Guillermo8s and Julia8 s first private
encounter is a beautiful, o n e w h i l e  the day of Jose8s
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wedding9 wMoh proves to be such an unhappy one for the

XTO ' ;illicit lovers, is darkg drearyg and stormjo - There are
elalDOrate descriptions of landscapesp^^ and inclusion of 

172local coloro The hero and heroine^ unable to adapt them
selves to the social world of the day9‘ are impelled by fate 
to their doom0̂ ^  '

Julia is a typical romantic heroine0 She is a perfection, 
of beauty2 elegances and graceo ^  Instead" of being portrayed 
as the rather disgustingly immoral person which she actually 
iss she is shown, as a martyr of loveP always noble9 sinceree

1 *75̂and charitableo Even her final act of suicide is a charit
able oneQ for she wants to relieve Guillermo of the burden 
of h e r s e l f J u l i a ’s charity is further enhanced "through 
the contrast offered by Pura, with whom Guillermo almost be
comes romantic ally involved» Pura is young» innocent s and 
respeetable in the eyes of society9 but is revealed as 
actually being less worthy of respect than Julia=^^

Guillermo himself$ although intelligent9 handsome9 and 
manly9 is not a very strong eharacter0̂ ^  .He is too ego* 
tisfilcalj, and his actions,, rather than being based on any 
sound moral code dr philosophy^ fluctuate according to his 
conflicting personal desires for political fame and romantic . 
fortune 0 : It is when hi s ego is first insialteds by the
realization that the countryfolk all hate him9 that he first 
begins to be dissatisfied mth his role as a l o v e r J o s e  
is a more virile eharaeterff His simple existence has left



him: strong and stable<> His beastlike adoration 'Of Julia9 a
contrast to Guillermo8s amorous desires^ reveals his simple
and primitive natureo^®^

Algredn contends that La Prodiga is an allegation in
favor of the human and divine laws: that rule our society
Heither Julia noh"Guillermo fear Ghrist? and thus pay no
heed to the marriage laws of the church and society0̂ ^^ It
is therefore impossible^ by Alarcdn's moral beliefs9 for
their affair to end happilyo- Julia herself says that her
lack of belief in God leaves her with nothing for the future
except suicideo'*" Bhe sees that she has brought on her own
downfall by fighting with the laws of society©̂ ®-*

This moralizing is weak9 however9 and makes little im*>
pression on the reader9 who is constantly concerned with the
fast»moving and dramatic action of the novel0 Furthermore^
the author8s contention as to the moral purpose of his story
is not substantiated by the novel itself= The reader is
told that Julia5s main, fault is in not having remarried^ for
if she had done so9 she could have continued her immoral

186actions without condemn at ion o This is not a, very strong
defense of the laws of societyI The author then goes on to
explain that. the only way the two lovers could have remained
together would have been to isolate themselves from society.
The impression9' then0 is that the lovers are not punished
at all for their immoralitys but rather that it is Guillermo

187desire for public attention that ruins their happiness.
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.One is left with the thought that if only Guillermo had
dampened his ambition^ everything would have beeh all righto
Guillermo8s only punishment is a transitory grief over the
loss of Julias, for he is pictured in the epilogue a few years

v '  2J88 vlater as happy and successful = Even though Julia dieSr,
she is not actually punished for her immorality'c She dies 
only because she chooses to g in order to help Guillermo <,
The 'neighboring villagersa except for the priestf, do not 
condemn her in the least;, but griwe over her .passing*"^ it 
is obvious to the reader, of course, that the basic reason 
for the unhappy ending to the love affair was that it was 
not within the laws of soeietyo The actual defense of • so-**’ 
ciety is weak, however, and the attention is given to the 
action of the storyo This writer agrees with Blaneo-Garefa, 
who contends that Alarcon shows a certain indulgent and pa
ternal benevolence toward the unfortunate Juliao This is 
dangerous in the field of morals®

Onlike El EseaMals and El Nino de la Sola, La Prodiaa ' /
did not provoke a deluge of criticlsmo The editions were
exhausted by an enthusiastic public, but the newspapers and - -
critics remained silent, showing no opposition, criticism,

■ 191 - " . -censure, or even any mention of the work at alio This
apparent lack of interest was probably merely critical indolence
and laziness, ^ 2 but Alarcd’n^^ felt hostility in the silence® '
fDiseouragedp he resolved to write no more novels® Another
one which he had already planned, Una Buena Moza® was therefore
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left unwri11en0 .

contends that Alarcon's name would have 
lived on without any of these three longer and more noisy 
novelso She holds that El Sombrero do Ires Picos alone was 
enough to assure him lasting fame => Considering the popu
larity of this novel9 this may well be true0 A1 arecfn him
self s howover^ seemed to feel them necessary to his personal 
successo Perhaps $, becoming older and more thoughtfulg he 
looked back on his radical madcap days and felt the need 
to atone for; his past behavior by defending religious and 
moral principles= The moral gradation in the three longer 
novelss from the defehse of absolute Catholicism on down 
to merely upholding social conventions9 reveals that he 
did not really feel any one moral thesis too stronglyj, and 
was still desirous of suiting the publico

Perhaps if he had continued to writep he would have 
suited the public even more* This was not necessary to his 
suecessg though^ for his reputation as a writer was already 
well-established* All of his novelsg regardless of whatever 
faults they may have contained^ had been intersstings fast- 
movimgg and picturesqueg and had captured the publice His 
excellent narrative style9 which gained him recognition at 
that time9 has continued to make him one of the most widely 
read novelists of S p a i n * . '



, v CHAPTER V: JOURNEYS AND DIARIES

' Among .O.are(5nts -works are four publications resulting
from his personal travel experiences0 The first of these 
Is the two=volume Dlarlo d© unTeatlgode la Guerra d©
Africa o'- ilarcdh.8 s own account of the war between Spain 
and Africa in 1859 and i860 0

' Born and reared among Moorish customs: and traditions5 ; 
young Jlarcdn had always been desirous of crossing the 
: Mediterranean, to Africao , Later% this romantic' desire, was 
joined with a patriotic oneg and he arranged to take part . 
in the war with Africa* His first plan was to go along with 
the army at his own expense^ and be free to write and study, 
about the campaign and geographical areao -This was to be 
arranged through the help of a friends Lieutenant General 
don Antonio Ros de 01ano9 of the Third Army0 With this in™ 
tentiong Alarcdns then twenty-sixg left' Madrid on November ls 
1859o Three weeks .later# on November 22s his patriotic fer~
vor became impatient with his passive role in the campaign^
; ' - ■ - ■■ : ■■ 2 ;" ; and he enlisted as a volunteer in the armyo

On the day of his embareation from Malaga# December 11# 
the young soldier began to keep a detailed adcount of his 
experiences in diary form0 Entries are made in the diary 
almost.every dayo .Whenever he misses a day# he reviews 
what has happened since the last time# and whenever he must

' -V" 99
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leave the site of the campaigns he brings the diary up to 
date on his return hy Inquiring of other soldiers what 
has happened during his absence* • The reader Is taken from 
■Milaga to Oeutag and. from there along the road to the eapi= 
tal eltyP Tetm^.0 Alarcon remains in this city9 which was 
conquered on February 6 9 until his . departure for Madrid on 
March 22s i860o The account is detailed and completeo It 
is considered the best document of the campaign,,̂  and one cf 
the most notable battle chronicles that has been .written0̂ '• 

Alarcon's diary is more than Just a factual.'history of 
the campaign movements of the army» It is also a descrips 
tionP .with a. multitude of impress ion s9 of the surrounding 
countfysidep the Moors9. and army life in. generaio The 
existing situation is seen through the eyes of an actual 
-‘witnesso It is therefore realistic 9 spontaneous 3 and natural * 

One sees the Spanish soldier^ for instances) not only 
in the midst of battle9 but also in his everyday activitieso 
Be is shown washing his clothes the day after battle9 receiv
ing mail from home 9 reading the newspaper from Madrid9 corns' 
menting- on poll tie s> Joking with his comrades 9 and suffering 
from Injuries and Illnesseso. The country through which he 
travels is pictured just as thoroughlyj, with discussions: of 
the climate and geography of the are a*

The author devotes a great deal of time to the enemyo 
He mentions Moorish pride and patriotism^ some social cus
toms and domestic habits9 and describes their homes and
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personal appearaneeo His attitude toward them throughout is 
one of compassion<> - He feels sorry that they must suffer^ : 
hut yet9 as a Spanish patriot9 is anxious for the victory 
and glory of Spain0

The reader not only views the campaign through Alarcon4s 
eyesj, he also sees Alarcon himself9 due to the many personal 
comments and attitudes included0 At one.moment he Is a 
patriotic and energetic soldier,, ready for "battle; the next9 
he is merely a.homesick youths .wondering what the people 
of Granada are doingo^ When wounded9 he is modesty and 
prefers not to mention itl This modesty is revealed again 
when he receives a medal for action on the hattlefieldo . 1 ; 
Although he reveals his pride over the medala he does not " .
mention what he has done to deserve ito Camping with the 
army near Tetuahg he is imaginative$, inventing in M s  mind 
scenes which might he happening within the gates of the city6 
Later9 touring a palace within Tetuan9 he shows childlike 
curiosity$, and is unable to resist the temptation to view 
forbidden rooms 0 • ■
1 On Christmas Eve9 ,41 are on makes an entry which he calls 

La Hochebuena del Soldado-o In this ? he describes 'the army 
camp on that holy night9 the feeling of good will that aboundss 
and the talk of home and loved oneSo The fact that theys a . 
Catholic army p. are invading a heathen lands' gives Alarcon
and the other soldiers a mixed feeling of patriotism and

' 10 ' " : religious achievemento This personal impression and /



discussion, of Christmas Eve was the third of its kind that 
the author had written^ In 1855». he wrote ha Hochehuena

11 i pdel PoetaI and in 1858 0 Episodios de Nochehuenao
After the conquest of fetuan9 all of the Spanish.sol

diers are ready for peace, and are extremely discouraged 
when Madrid demands unreasonable terms from the Moors in a 
treatyoAlarcon asks to return to Madrid^ in order to 
write about the situation and explain the need for a change 
in political procedure So He explains that he fought for war 
when it was needed, and now that peace is needed, he will

\h
fight for Ito He leaves for Madrid on March 225 18.60# .
with that purpose in mindo

Arriving in the capital citya however9 he learns that 
peace has been declared. A short dispatch from General 
0sDonnell describes a battle of March 23 as' decisive for 
the .Spanish* listing casualties at about seven hundred 
wounded and fifty dead,^ It is interesting to compare these 
figures with those of a soldier friend of Alarcon8 s who sent 
him the details of the campaign during his absence, in order 
to complete the diary, This soldier, without distorting the
facts for the beroflt of appearances, as O'Donnell had done9

: ' - - • " 16 '• ' " - ' " ' ■ lists the number dead at 1311o With this letter, entered
in the diary on March 299 Alarcon ends his aceounto

For the benefit of the curious or dubious reader, the
author includes a copy of his official service record. He
also adds three appendiGes containing Interesting information
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The firstp a letter from a frlendi of his who was in Oemta 
before war was declared,, gives a brief background of the 
hostilitieso . It explains thats in a treaty with the Moor
ish Empire in 1845s, the limits of the fortress of Oeuta were 
fixedo Laters when the Spanish were attacked by renegadess 
the Moorish government ignored Spain's request for proteê ; 
tion». and the war was thus engendered0 The first battles 
although unofficial$, wss fought near Ceuta on August 22o 
The letter mentions all important events occurring from then 
until December: 12 £> when Alar con arrived with the Third Army 
and began his own diaryo18 The second appendix lists the 
names of all the officials who died during the ca,mpaign9 
either on the battlefield; or as a result: of injuries or 
i l ln es s e s T h e  third appendix gives a numerical summary 
of all the individuals who died or were woundedo They 
are classified into four groups? those killed on the field ; 
of battle, those who died as a result of wounds, those who 
died of cholera; and those who were wounded onlyo It is In*' 
teresting to note that four times as many men died from 
cholera as from actual battle aetivitieso

, The sale of Diario de un Testigo de la. Guerra de Africa - 
was successful enough to allow Alarcon some leisureo - On 
August 29p 1860s he began a slx^month pleasure trip which 
was to take him from Madrid to Maple Sc. This trip gave birth 
to a description of his travelSs De Madrid a lapoles.o22 which: 
was published in 1861o



D© Madrid a Hapolesg like the dialer of the African War9. 
contains a great mmy embellishBents and personal commentsa 
It is an historicP poetic9 and artistic study of the coun
tries traveled0 There is no plan to the worko Alareon took 
notes wherever he was9 and wrote down impressions and emo
tions experienced at the timeo It is all spontaneous and 
unorganized. Just like life itself0

This spontaneous methodp according to the authorp 
produces a series of written■photographs which enable the
reader to imagine that he himself is experiencing the 
: • ' ' - journeyo Mesonero Romanos applauds this effect as excel#

:v ' ■ ’■ I 5,4lentp and calls it animated, sincere9 and poetic» Menende%
y Relay & also finds the work pleasing s tout believes that the 
word pictures are overworked.^ A1 arcdn8s elaborate des
criptions are so detailed at times that the reader almost • 
loses his patienceo In coming to a new city2 for instanc©p 
he launches into a detailed history of its past. He then 
discusses:what appears ten be almost every building9 describe
ing them both from within and without^ and takes the reader

26 'in and out of street after stweet-o His method is certainly 
thorough p. and actually fASdinating in its completeness, but 
• the reader soon tires of it. : It Is so detailed that not 
much information remains in the reader8 s memory.

Alarednt s travels take him from Madrid to Paris9 and 
then south through Switzerland and across the Alps into Italy. 
From there, he passes through MilSn9 Venice9 G-enoat Florence9



•and Rome, feefore- reaching, bis final destination^ Mapleso He' 
mentions each small town along his way9 often recalling d@« 
tailed accounts of their histories® Ho item is too small 
for him to mention in his travels® He allows nothing to 
escape hims, and comments on everything from architecture9 
to foodg to landscapeg to people®
; Through Alaredh8s word pictures0 the reader meets the 
famous composers, Rossini9 watches the ean«can girls in Parlss 
climbs to the peak of icy Mont=Blanc9 visits the Cathedral 
of Hil̂ a.a' attends the opera in Veronaa glides along the 
moonlit canals of Venice in a gondola, marvels at the lean
ing tower of Piwag tours the art gallery in Florence, makes ; 
a midnight trip to the Colosseum, attends Mass at St® Peter8®' 
Oathedralp has an audience with the Pope, and views Mt® Vesu
vius from the edge of the crater, along with countiessother 
'e#>erlenoe8Q : . " % ' - ' . '• -';-

Alarcon offers a fourth commentary on Christmas Eve
27 ■.with Ba Hochebuena en Roma-o In his usual Christmas Eve

fashionp he mentions his present activities and surroundings9
tells of family gatherings and celebrations, and reminisces
about home® : ; " , - Ivr '.

In several instances in De Madrid, a Hapoleso the author 
reveals a devout attitude toward religion and the Catholic 
ehureho He objects to the manner in which,a French priest • .
appears to direct his words toward a Duke in the congregation

oQ’ • • ■ ,.instead of toward God* He reaffirms his faith in Catholicism
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In a small' etmroh to Oenevao^ While visiting St<, Peter® s 
Oathedral In Rome9 he is overcome, almost to the point of 
tearsg hj the thought that he is in the center of the Ca»

30tholic worlds He is again moved to tears when he hears
- - - - 31 ■Pope Pius IX say Mass on dhristmas days, and is humble and

overwhelmed by his audience with the Pope»^
On,® recalls that De Madrid a Napoles marked the end of

the first epoch of Slare^n0 s literacy, oareero After his
return to Madrids he began writing articles in favor of
the Duke of Tetuang the former General 0 9Donnell of the
;• African, Waro He then became involved in various political
actiyities for the next twelve or thirteen;years0 Ifhen he
resumed hi s 1 iterary career^ - he was cri tl cl zed fo r suddenly
becoming Neo^OatholicG• fhe examples of Alarcon8 s religious
feelings cited above etibuld be ample indication that his
Catholicism was nothing newo Alaredn contends that the
ideas expressed' in his later writings were the same as those
set forth in this onev He holds that the change9 rather
than in '.himself ,= was in the group' of critics who had developed
rationalistic a t t i t u d e s ; :
• Alarcon opened his second literary period with La j0.pu*
■ 34 : ■ ff': ' : ■■ ■ '■ ; ,jarra9 which he wrote in 1873o The Alpujarrag to area to
the south of GuadiXg walled within, the Sierra Nevada and the
sea# had long held a fascination for ALaradn* As a child# he
had been intrigued by stories of the Moors#who had passed
through that region on the way to the sea when they left
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Spaino The fact that It was almost inaccessible to travelers 
made him even more determined to investigate it some day0 
Thezip during the African -War, his appetite for exploration 
Was further whetted by hearing references to the area by 
the Moors of Africa» He did not begin to realise his ambi° 
tlons howeverp until March 193 18729 when he set out from 
Oranada with two friends, to make the journey

As he travels along his way into the ilpujarra region^ 
Alarcon makes an historical and geographical study of the 
area0 He tells of his travels9 describes the country he 
.passes through9 mentions people he meets8 relates experiences 
he haSg and paints pictures of customs8 in: a style similar 
to that of De Madrid a Na'poleso At the same time9 he un
folds the history of the rebellion of the Moors of the Alpu« 
jarra in the sixteenth centuryo He discusses historical 
events for a whilej, and then reverts to present happenings9 
in such a manner that the reader finds'himself receiving an 
almost equal amount of historical and■travel literatureo 
Sometimes the author gets so engrossed in his history that 
he imagines he is living in the pasts, traversing the area 
with the Moorso fhenP he suddenly pulls: himself back into
. : ' ■ • ' ' 35 . ' ...■ ;
the presento For the Moorish background9 he cites a bib™ • 
liography containing the names of several historianso

Because of this large amount of history contained ih 
: ha- Alpu.1 arran it cannot be classified as merely a travel' 
storyo Heither may it be called a novel of the Moorish .



rebellion^ It may be thougbt ofP however».as an Inter” 
mediary step between a journey story and novel Without 
the travel descriptions, it would almost be a novels whereas 
without the historys it would be only a travel story0 This 
eombinatibn of the past with the presents and of the dead 
with the living, sometimes produces a rather disconnected 
effect which is difficult to follow» Just'as the author 
delves deeply into one erag he suddenly switches to the 
othere .'On the other hand, the novel^like quality offers a 
certain amount of variety and Interest whibh is not found 
in the travel story Itself0 This is a unique form in 
Spanish literature

In reviewing Isa Alpu.i arra, Revilla contends that its 
one fault is the lamentable spirit .of Intolerance-, that the 
author reveals against those who do not profess the Chris= 
tian religion9 and that, as a lover of liberty9 £Lare5a is 
obliged to be more toleranto^ Alarcon■ strongly opposes 
this criticisms holding thatg although some critics may 
choose to twist the meaning, Ha Alpu.iarra is actually an 
allegation in favor of religious tolerancê , and demonstrates, 
that Ohristlanity was never meant to eraclfy non-believers»"- : 
Reading the book objectively, one is more inclined to agree 
with the author than with Revlllao Alarc&i objects to the
manner in which the Moors were forced to. accept Ohristianity
' . ■ 42 . ' . .and baptism* He believes they should have been allowed to

hold to their own customs, language, and religion*^ He even



goes so far as to stand up for the Moors against the Ghrls» 
tlanso Admittedly9 he la sorry to have to do soi but In all 
fairness he admits that the Christians were at fault in the 
Moorish rebellion for not following the liberal policies of 
Isabel la Oatdlicap who guaranteed the Moors religious and

44 : " : ' ' ■■■■ 'pqlitioal rights in 1492= It would appear that Revillag ;
who was wont to disagree with Alarcdn8s philosophy whenever
possiblep was creating his own opportunities for accusing
him of Heo^Oatholieismo

Alarcdn published a fourth book of travels0 Yla.iea For
Espana9 in 1885o ■ This is a collection of six travel
stories which he had written at earlier dates0 Among them
are two dated during the years of his youth when he was clr«
eulating among the “high life” of Madrido These are De Madrid
a Santander^ and Mi Primer Via.je a Toledo,, ^  both written
in 1858o The first tells of a. trip to Santander one August
morning;, in search of air and water= According to the young
' socialiteA these are the two articles of necessity which are
the most scarce in the Spanish c our to In his usual travel
fashion^ he describes the sights and people along his way
in minute detailo He never quite reaches Santander? however?
for his train is derailed and wrecked just four minutes out =»
side of the city9 and there9 with a description of the wreck9
he ends his storyV The second story9 Ml Primer Viaje a
Toledo o is very brief,, and treats only the most vital details
of the author8s first trip to Toledo0 The reason for such
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brevityp he explains9 is that the printer is seizing the 
paper from his hands as rapidly as he can writep for the 
article must go to press immediatelyo

■KL- Eclipse de Sol de 1860^ is a poetic and philoso* 
phlc discussion of an eclipse of the sun which ilarcdn wit=> 
nessede His picture of the pceurrencep the sudden darkness 
followed by the return of lightj> is poetic„ He refers, to 
the moon with the light shining out. from behind it as the 
cadaver of the sun9 a body of light dressed in blacks In 
the face of such an event9 reflects the author9 all humans 
are:equal5 and.merely spectators0 A superior power makes 
. them think of greater things than society and civilization^ 
and turns their thoughts to the greatness of God»

' i|.Q
In Una V i sit a al gonast e rib de Yusten written in 1873 s 

. Alarcon makes a tour of the Monastery of YusteQ He discusses 
the history of the monastery since its founding in 1402 
, up until, the present times and describes its physical fea
tures 0 ThiSp the place to which Carlos V retired^ also 
seSyed as. the setting for the short story0 Dos RetratosA^
Alarcdn mentions Carlos V while he is visiting the monasterys 
and discusses his stay there" in 1557 and 1558e

: ■■ ■ • iri . - . * ■ . •ha Cranadina, also written in 1873$, is a monograph on 
the women of' Cranadao Unlike: the other stories in this col- - 
lectiomp it does not treat the countryaide9 but limits 
Itself to the women thereino ' It presents a clever9 lifelike 
picture of all kinds of women in their various aetivitiess



in "both city and country llfe0 Their dress, customs9 per= 
sonalitiesg, and characters are ail discussedc This mono« 
graph was Alarcon8s contribution to a book edited by Do Mi« , 
guel (auijarrop has Mu.ieres Espanolas 9 Portuguesas y Amerl-

pT > T * •> 4 *

canaSo ' -
In October o f 1877 9 Alare&i spent two days in Sala-” 

mancao .The next year he published a written account of his
■ :.,jV : C - 2triPj, called Dos Dias @n Salamanca^ in which he takes the

reader through the streets of this city and shows him places
of interests Most impressive are the tour of the University
of Salamanca9 where one views the statue Qf Fray Luts d©
Leohg -and the visit to the Convent of Santo Domingo9 where
Christopher Columbus was housed in the winter of 1486-1487o
The author explains that it was because of the assistatic©
and encouragement of the Dominicans that Columbus named
his second island Santo Domingo

yia.jes Por Esbana is concluded with a chronological
index of some of Alarcon8 s other travels9 ’called Ouadro
G-eneral de Mls Yia.jes Por Espanao W r i t t e n  in 18839 this
index lists the many trips which the author has made but
not yet written aboutQ He expresses ah intentign to die™
cuss these at a later date9 in a book to .be called Mas Via.ies
3o.r Espanao This he does in 18849 but not nearly to the
extent which he had plannedo These other trips form a part

56of his publication of 01times Escritoso
All of these many travel descriptions, and experiences
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are filled with exuberance and enthusiasmc Hs.reon shows 
Interest in every new thing he seeso Hothing Is too small 
to escape his eyes* He is likely to give the bright colors 
of a.vegetable market as much attention as an impressive 
bulldingo Everything and everyone is important to him, and 
worth mentioningo He is forever curious and observing^ 
easily impresseds and often carried away with enthusiasm»
In his writings he makes frequent use of exclamation markso 
One may say that Alarcon is an active and energetics rather 
than a passives travelero The stories of his travel expert 
ienceSs therefore, contain action and color0



CHAPTER VI: ARTICLES DH CUSTOMS

::During his first literary epoch9 Alarcon- published 
many articles onecustoms and reviews of Madrid0 In 18719 
he published several of the articles portraying customs 
under the title of Coaas Q:ae Fuerono The writings contained 
in /fchis yolumes, far 'from being intended for a single publi
cation,, were all children of - separate, occasions* and had 
first appeared here and there in newspapers„ He purposely 
omitted several articles, for he considered them of transit -
tory circumstance or passing interest, and thus not worth

’ ' 1collectings. .. ' ; • ■ ■ ; ;
In 1882, when Alarcdn was re copying his writings into

his definitive eollection of complete works, he published a
• ■ ■" - 2second edition of Cos as Que Fuerono-. . This edition contains 

sixteen, articles which had appeared in the. first onee He 
chose to include the rest In a separate collection of essayso^ 
These sixteen articles present a picture qf the past, both 
in the life of Spain and of Alarcon» They portray customs 
and everyday events a,s they occurred, mostly in the 1850 8̂, as
well as the author8 s personal feelings toward them0

Five of these articles were written during the years 
when young Alarcon, away from home for the first time, was 
first becoming acquainted with Madrid1s literary and politi
cal wo rid o In the, first of these. La Fea (1853) ̂  the

113 ... '
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nlneteen^jear^old author seeks to "dla©OTers through analyti
cal dl s cu as Ion., th© perfect ugly, womano He decides that the 
classic type Is ugly by Mrth9 serious, discreetg and in
telligent» She leads a pleasaht enough life until she reaches 
the age of puberty, after which she-- endures years of misery.
Her existence again becomes bearable after her fortieth 
birthday9 when romantic hopes come to. an end,

_ ' .. . . gr"
In ̂  Que Se ?e Qon xm Anteo.jo (1854 ) 9 . il arc on 9 while , . 

viewing the countryside with a tel©scopeg witnesses the 
exeeution of a soldier by a firing squad® .. He describes the 
event in detail9 and expresses his extreme disapproval toward 
any kind of capital punishment ® La, Hoohebuena del Poeta ■ (1855) 
finds the young author in a sentimental mood® On thiss a ; 
lonely. Ghristmas Eve in Madrid^ he recalls the Christmas 
Eves of his childhood^ and longs for those of the future 
when, he has his own home and family 0' The scene of Part as a
. . • ' : ' rj ' ' . . - ; ■ ' : .
Mis Muertos (1855) Is the Madrid of November 2$ the day set 
aside to honor the deado In the spirit of the. day, llarcdn i 
writes letters to several of his deceased'friends and acquaint
ance s9 commenting oh recent'developments which may be of.  ̂ g -
interest to theme. In El Panueio (1857) •> he cleverly 
.analyses the multiple uses of the panueio ® an embroidered ' 
cambric pocket handkerchief® He objects to the way the French 
call it a mouchoirs the name for a common handkerchief suit- . 
able only for blowing one8s nose or sneezing® The panueio0 
explains iO-areohs is more high elasss -and'may be used for
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a loverrs tokeng kneeling In church9 games of 'blindfolds 
and other sueli noble purposeso

Mine of the artioles in Cosas §u6 Fueron were written 
during the two-year period when Alarcon was circulating 
among the high society of Madrido In has gerias de Madrid 
(1858) 9 he discusses the fairs of Madrid3. calling them 
places of sadness9 grief, and misery, where the history of 
Spain is on saleo He Imagines that each of the numerous 
used articles offered for sal© represents an .injustice9 a : 
disgrace, or a rai.no;- In this9 he shows a bitter attitude 
toward Mgdrids referring to it as a place where there is ho 
.family9 home, or veneration of customs and religion0 Also, 
in a critical vein, is A una Mascara (1859), written at 
the request of a woman he had met at a masquerade dance during 
the three carnival dayh before. Ash Wednesdayo Here he ' re- . ■ 
fleets upon the seriousness of these masquerades, where 
everyone is anonymous, and calls them examples hf the lie and 
hypocrisy of our livego El Cam aval en Madrid (1859)11 fur* 
ther describes these carnival days, and takes the reader to 
masquerades held on different social levelsc ■

: Two of the articles written during I858 and 1859 were
first published in series in La Epooa0 Under the title of 
Diarlo de un Ma.drileno (1858) B  ̂Alarcon published a series. 
of reviews of Madrid which were supposed to have, been copied 
from the diary of a citizen thereof® The supposed, writer 
makes entries, in diary formD 6f events as they take place



■ ' ' ' : : ' 115 In Madrid9 giving the reader verbal pictures of such things
as the Easter activitiess summer heatj>. and opening of the, .
Teatro Real o Visit as a la Marquesa 11859) ̂  also fiSSst
appeared in a series» Obliged to write weekly articles
with feminine appeal for La'Epocai Alarcon decided to take
notes during his weekly visits to the home of a certain
marehionesso Since the marchioness entertained about a
hundred people each evening In various tertullas9 ilarcpn$s
subject matter is varieds . and ranges from musics literatures .
and politicss to fashionss love affairss and social events0

in three articles, Alarcon definitely reveals himself
as a young philosopher of abundant leisure = In Si Yo luviera
Glen MIllomea (1859) o he Bpeoiilatea aa tp how It woiil& W
to have one hundred million reals. He explains two methods
he,has devised in his dreams to obtain this sum9 both of
which are impractical and unlikely. But he wins in the end9
howevers for he finds the money within his imagination^ and
spends half of his time dreaming up ways to spend,ite Equally
frivoious and casual in tone is Bocanada de Humo (1858).
The topicP as the title impliesg is a mouthful of smoke.
Alarcon digresses at length on the advantages and pleasures ,
to be gained from smoking9 and expresses pity for the man

' . '■ ' 2.6 who does not smoke. El Ano Huevo (1859). more serious
than the other,two 9 discusses the arrival of the new year.
Looking back over the old,oneg the author discovers, that he
has nothing to show for it except routine and transitory
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actlTltiesp He' then launches into a discussion of the ra“ 
pidity with vhich life passes byp concluding with an expres- v 
sion of confidence in the afterlife offered by the Christian 
religipn0 )' . . • . .

The remaining three articles of Oosas %ie Fueron :• 
were written hy a more mature Alarcon, one who had experienced, 
army life and extensive travels,, El Gometa Nuevon unique 
in its forms is an astronomicalapolitical essay which com
pares planetary comets with ministers of the reign of Dona 
Isahel XI0 The author points out that hoth-planets and 
ministers appear when least expected;, and no one knows 
exactly whence they: dome e l In olden times g- each new one • 
caused great excitement s hut nbwad.ays they are so common
place that they are given/little attentiono. This eomparisokb0 
a clever and amusing onep is an example of the author8 s 
originality and sense of humor0 Mis B.ecu©rdos de Agricultor 
(1880)^ and Un Maestro de Antano^  ̂both recall childhood ' 
daySe In the first articles written for an agricultural 
almanac9 llaredn expresses ■•his love of nature„ and- recalls 
the :days of his childhood when he and his brothers and sis
ters worked in their own small orchard* In the second, he 
has an Imaginary personp Fadeaya9 tell of his boyhood ex
periences with a school master of Jadn0 « ̂ adeaya describes 
the teacher's appearance and personalitys and explains the 
manner in which classroom activities were conducted©

All of the articles in this collection are written in
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a natural and smooth style5 and offer a great deal of human 
interest atid humoro Like the author8s short storieas they 
are fast-moving, colorful, and pleasant0



CHAPTER H I  § LITERARY AND ARTIBTIO OPINIONS

Ip. 1883s Alareon published a. collection of assorted 
literary and artistic opinions9 under the title of Juicios 
Llterarlos y Art-f stlcosô: Like the articles in Cos as Que
FueroPo the ones in this volume date from the early part 
of his literary careerg and include a variety of subjects0 
They number twenty™four in alio iliarcon contends that the 
opinions set forth in this volume are those of his entire 
literary career^ : and not merely of a certain date or occasion02 

Eleven of the essays were written during the years when 
young Alarcon was active in the social and literary circles, 
of Madrido Several, of these are in the nature of literary 
criticism or commento In the flrst . oneQ Los -Pobres de '

. V' ■ ' . ,........ -
Madrid (1857)$ Alaredn expresses disfavor toward a drama 
-of this nameg translated from Prenchg which is currently 
being presented in Madrido He contends that it is not ap^ 
proprlate to paint pictures of poverty and grief for enter# 
talnmento He holds- that this realism is better found on the
streets p land that literature should be held on a more art is™

v  i . . . v -  • v ; - '  - y  - , : ‘ ■ ; i  : 4  i -

tic levels He expresses a similar opinion in Fanny (1858) s
condemning the type of naturalistic writing found in .Mr# ,
Brneste Feydeau s French novel of this riameo This article
shows that Alaredn^s dislike for realism stems from moral

; i- g . - ' ' ; ■ ■ • • ■ ' ■ - ■ ■ :scrupleSo : He condemns the novel8 s realisticp matter«of#fact
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description of a vulgar and immoral adult@ry8 and accuses 
the French of developing a novel without art 9 morals3 
phllosophyg or imaginationo ;

Oarta a Emilio Gastelar (1858)° is a letter in which 
Alarcon disagrees with the theory set forth by Gastelar in 
a recent hooka ha Civilizaoion en los Gineo Primeros Slglos 
de la iglesiao Alarcon does hot agree with Gastelar in his 
contention that history is a poem with unity of action^ and 
that the world is making continuous progress0 In a cynical 
tone, he questions whether today8s- world is any better than
that of the pasto Equally critical in tone is La DesvergEenza

T' * 1 -(1857 ) s which di scusses a"-poem of the same name by D. Manuel ‘
Br@t<fn de los Herreros» A1 arc on bell eve s that thi s 9 an at«
tempt at a satire of contemporary Madrid^ is superficial^
lacking a fundamental idea, and generally inferior to Breton8s
other workso Griticism is abandoned in Roberto ii Dlavolo
(1858)0- Alaretfn has nothing but praise for this opera
currently playing at the Teatro Reals, and. urges everyone to
attend* ■. - ' ' .■ '

: ■■■■ ■ ' : ■ :'■■■ a ■ ~ ■ ’■Hist or i a. de una Ho vela (1858) served as a prologue to 
a.short story0 Honni Bolt qul Mai y Bense0 which was first 
published in the periodical* La Amerlcao In it9 Alarcon -
gives the history of the storyp explaining how it was begun
by Luis Bqu£lazp finished by Agustfn Bonnat, and acquired by 
Alarcon himself9 while the young artists were living.together 
in Madrid in 1854o y
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fhree of the earlier essays are dedicated to definite ' 

personalities9 rather than, to artistic works* The object of 
the ahthor^s attention in La Ristorl (1857)^° is the popu
lar actress who carries that Dame* slarcSn calls her his 
most esteemed actressg and praises her highly for her ex
cellence in adapting herself to any role* He discusses a 
contemporary writer in Edgar Poe. (1858) * In this essays
presented in the form of a letter to a friend,’ he gives a 
brief biographical sketch and discussion of Poe8 s- life9 and 
Expresses his admiration of Poe as a writer* Dedicated to 
the memory of a close friend is. the article<, Agustln Bonnat

*5 * * *
. (1858)0" idarcoil, grief-stricken over Bonnat8 s sudden
deaths gives a biographical and personality sketch of this
young writer whom he had loved so wellb ■ r: \ f.... ' .

In 1857a 18585 and 1859s Alarcon wrote several articles
.expressing disfavor toward the zarzuela* a kind of dramatic
and musical performance of vaudeville calibero Contra las 

13Zarzuelas is a collection of several of,these articles* 
.Alarcon criticizes the way writers and musicians are wasting 
their talents writing zarzuelas* He believes that the 
zarzuela has its place In the realm of entertainment, but 
that it is not art in itself* The effort and attention of 
, the artist.s.p he bell eve s9 should be directed instead toward 
the development of a national Spanish opera*

■ Bellas Artes ( 1 8 5 8 ) the last of the earlier essays9 
is composed of three articles on paintings 'sculpturep and
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arehlteetu3?e <, : .Shess art 1 ole s served, as prologues to a 

. series of reviews .which Harfioh wrote about the Essposition 
of Fine Arts in 1858. He commends the painting for its 
spirit of independence and rich colors is unimpressed with 
the sculpture9 and feels that the architecture 9 now praeti* 
eal and utilitarians, has lost its art, :

Juicios Mterarios Artfsticos contains only two articles
written during the authorIs political careerg Regreso de 
Zorrllla a Espana en 1866^^ and En un Album Frances de 
Prepunfeas (1872), The first tells of the return of JosJ 
Zorrilla to Spain after an eighteen-year absence, Alarcon 
states that the purpose of this article, which ifas published ■ 
in a weeklyg' was to show .Zorrilla his respect and enthusiasm 
for him. The second article is merely a brief list of ques^ - 
tlons in Frenchp inquiring as to the personal likess dislike8$, 
and opinions of the reader, Alarcon has trarislated the i 

/ questions into Spanish 9 and given his own replies bene at hj, 
often with a touch of humor,

.The remaining eleven articles in this collection were 
written, during, the author? s second literary epoch. The 
first of these $, Dei Sulci dip (1876) is a letter answering 
a request for some verses in honor of "a young artist who. 
had committed suicide a few days before, Alarcon declines 
the request9 expressing his belief that the people with the 
courage to face life should be honoredg ’not those who flee 

- from it, : ; i . i;- . . p i .



" ■ ■ "123 On February 25g 18779 Alaro<5n was- received publ.laly “Into
the .Real Academia Espanola for his.literary achievetBentSo it 
that time he .read an. essay8 Slscurso Sobre la Moral' en el 
Artec in which he discussed the relationship between morals 
and artistic beautyo ' He criticized the modern materialistic 
trends in artP and expressed the belief that both goodness 
and beauty are necessary for real art1stry0 The essay con
cludes that even though moral quality in itself may not be 
considered the single criterion of artistic beautys neither 
may there be artistic beauty indifferent to moral valueSg • 
since immorality is offensive to human natureo Revilla^ 
was quick to condemn Alarcon for this discourses accusing him 
of turning ultramontane and trying to cultivate more Catholic 
supporter s.. He contended that Alarcon5s beliefs were ridicu
lous g and that this discourse was a disgraceful way for Alar
con to end such a glorious career. In answer to Reyllla8 s 
accusationsg Alarcon held that the opinions set forth in 
this discourse were.nothing newg but were the same beliefs . 
he expressed earlier in his literary careers first in Los i 
Pobres d© Madrid, and, later in Fannyo G-onzalez Bianeo^- 
po$nts out that since Revilla■s anticlerical beliefs were 
as much, of one extreme as the other of which he "accused Alan- 
edn9 his criticism is of little value. Compared with the 
author8s other works^ithis discourse is heavy9 dull9 and com
pile at ed9 far from his usual charming and pure style. The 
moral ideas expressed therein^ however9 are certainly
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aeoepta'ble to eyayone with a sense of moral values &

Two of the articles written; during this second literary 
epoch served as Introductions to other books0 Garta j Prolopro 
Referent© al Libro Titulado "En.,- los Montes de la..ManchaM (1879) 
is one of themo This opens with a letter to a friend* Do Jose 
Navarret© 9 who has asked him to recommend his latest book in 
its prologueo Alarcon replies that since he does not care for 
the bookg he cannot possibly do so* but that he will ©numerate 
its components in an objective manner and let the reader judge 
for himself whether or not he wishes to read itG He then pro- 
eeeds to do this* listing the various subjects treated in the : 
booko Introduccion a las Obras de Do Jose Belgas (1882) is 
an introduction to an, edition of the works of the late Selgaso 
He provides biographical data, and mentions that the purpose of 
the edition is to help support Selgas1 needy familyo

On three occasions, Alarcdh wrote brief articles in 
commemoration of the centenaries of famous writera0 ^or the 
centenary of the Portuguese poet, Gamoens, he wrote La Inmor
tal 1 dad de los Pueblos (1880)^ ^  commending Gamoens for his 
Verses o' He joins with the Venezuelans In their praise of 
Andris Bello in Para el Llforo Conmemorativo del Oentenario de 
Andres Bello 8 written for the celebration of his oeatenargr.
. In Oaracas on November 29$. 1881» -On the occasion of the 
second centenary of Galderon in 1881$ he wrote two articles*

; &  el Album del Seguhdo Gentenarlo de Calderon®0 i s a para- . 
graph expressing the wish that Galderon might return to earth



to enjoy the festivities and honors of the day= Revista de 
Madrid is an. article which appeared in an unusual edition 
printed by the periodical, El Dfas in honor of the celebra^ 
tiono The edition carried the date of May 25g 1641P when v
Calderon would ha,ve been forty™one years of age* ThlSp as 
the other articles^ pretends to be written at that time? and
■mentions current personalities and eventso

' ■: .. pQ
Historia de tan Aimanaque (1880) discusses the history 

of the popular Illustrated almanac6 It.explains that the 
first calendars were all controlled and printed by the govern® 
meiit* and only sixteen pages in length. A new'law in 18569 •
. however9; allowed more freedom of printing. Alarcon explains 
that he and the eleven .writers he was living with in Madrid
at that time published the first illustrated oneP two hundred
Pages in lengtho ' / -

The two articles written in 1.883, the year in which 
Juielos Literarjo s y Artfsticos was published. are extreme '

, . , .. - .. - , ‘ QQ
opposites in style and content. &  Otro Album de Preguntas
is another album of questions and answers, written in the 
same light style as the .French album:- of ’ 1872* Discurso Bobre

■2Q • , ''la Or.atoria SaKrada, on the other hand9. is a heavy and 
wordy discourse. This was supposed, to be a welcome from 
the Real Academia Espanola to its newest member^ D. Alejandro; 
Pidal y Mon. In his discourse of entry into the academy, 
on sacred oratory, Pidal had said that there was no greater v 
beauty than that radiated by the eternal truths0 Since this
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furthers the IcLeas presented hy Alarcon in his Piscurso 
Sohre la Moral eh el &rte, he. Is quite, enthusiastic ahout 
Pi dal g and praises him highly* In his praise for Pi dal * s 
beliefs, he rather loses the thread of M s  thought, which 
is the welcome, and becomes lost in philosbphizing about 
the lack of general beliefs and principles in present-day 
societyo •' , 1 . ;

These twenty-four essays are Interesting in that they 
give an. insight into the author5 s personal opinions on 
various subjects* The opinionated Alarcon3 however, is not 
as impressive as the objective one0 His criticism, for one 
thing, is too subjective to deserve much attention® Per
haps it Is natural that this type of subject matter should 
move more slowly than the kind found In stories, travels, 
and: pictures of actual eventso Likewisea it is natural that 
one who has- read Alarcon1 s other works is eager to discard 
these essays in favor of his more, colorful and picturesque 
narrations®



CHAPTER V i m  FINAL WORKS

The last two -volumess, chronologically speaking,, con« 
talned In Slaredn^s eollection of complete works, are 
Histor 1 a de :Mls Libros and.; Ultimo.s' Escritoso The first 
volume was puhlished ip. 1889, two years before Alarcdu,s 
deaths The second one was published shortly after his death
in 1891o
* ■ ' ' - ' \ ' .' . In Historia de. Mis Libros, written in. 1884s Alarcon -
gives a brief history of each of the volumes included in
his collection of Obras Oompletas« He mentions all except .
the later volume of Ultimos Escritoso Historia de His Libros
serves as an introduction, to the author8 s works, and explains
his. reasons for collecting1' and limiting his writings to those
included in. his Obras Oompletaso He explains that these are .
the .works which he. cbnsiders worth , preservings and that he .:
wishes to give his own explanation as to their origin and
intents so that their meanings may not be misconstrued after :
his deaths He mentions the reaction of the public and the
critics to certain works9 and- ip some •instances, provides
replies to .their criticism or praise^ This volume is in.«
valuable as a general; background, for the study of Alarcdn.® s
writingso r :

Ultimos Escritosn̂  a collection of Alarcdn8 s last •
writings, is composed of miscellaneous articles, published

127
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in newspapers and periodicals during his retirement0 Tills 
volume was published shortly after the author*s deathg by 
testamentary disposition.o ‘One articleB La Redaccion de 
mKL Belen8>0 appears to have been written in the author6a 
youtho It describes a literary gathering which took place 
‘ on.Christmas'Eve, 1857, at the home of a certain marquiso 
The marquis served as the ^editor" of a verbal publication 
referred to as "El Belen0 w;; to which all of the writers pre*» 
sent contributed articleso Young Alarccfn was impressed by 
the many famous writers at the affair,,

During the year of 1884, Alarcon wrote four travel 
articles for La Ilustradon Espanola y •Americana0: These
appear in his last works under the title of Mas Tia.ies .For 
Espanao^ ;The first article, De Guadix a Granadaa ̂ tells of 
his first trip to G-ranada in September of 1847, when he 
fullfilled the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of 
Phi lb sophy, De Guadlx a .Almerfâ  describes a journey to 
Almerfa on a galley, in 1847» In De G-ranada a Malaga 
Alarcon tells of his first trip by coach, to Malaga in 1853 = 
Accustomed to the old-fashioned and Moorish ways of Granada, 
he.is .impressed by the progressive commercial character of 
Malaga^ His trip from that city on to Cadiz is described 
in De Malaga a CldiZo \ ' He mentions going through the . Strait ■ 
of G-ibraltar, and is awed by his first sight of the ooean.0 
He remarks that@ even after thirty-one years,, he is deeply , 
moved just thinking of that voyageo



The author waxes philosophical in Las Horas (1884)^ 
and in La- Fuerza Fisica, la Fuerza Social % la Fuerza Moral 
(l885)o The first of these is a dissertation on the times 
of day 9 ■ divided into mornings, noons, aft e mo on s and ni ght 0 
It mentions the various activities carried on during these 
different hoursj, coming to the conclusion that all people do 
is think up unimportant ways of killing tirae.o The second 
article treats the relative importance of physical9 social9 
and moral force So According to Marcdng all physical and 
social forces #re transitory and changeableo Moral forces 
such as charity9 self~denials and kindnessp.are more perma
nent and essential to the individualc

Don: dregorio Gruzada Villaamil (1884) contains a, let
ter from Francisco de Ko Vazquez to Alarcons, requesting - 
that he urite a biography on the late Gruzadao ..Alarcdn re
plies that he will not att empt a / complete biography / but 
will restrict himself to the days when he first'knew the 
man* These were the days when Cruzada was only twenty-twos 
and was idolized by Alarcon and the . other members Of the 
group of artists known as the %oIonia G-ranadinada Often 
throughout this letter^ the author seems to forget that he 
is writing a biographical sketch,, and reminisces at length 
about.olden times0 ■

Also in the form of a letter is Los Lunes d® flEl 
Imparcial" (1884)  ̂ This expresses Alarcon8s gratitude to 
a friends, 'D= Jose Ortega: y Muni 11 as for sending him a copy
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of his latest hook,, a collection of articles which had ap~ 
peared through the yearso

During 1883 and 1884, Alarcon, along with D= Carlos 
Holgufn, a minister of the Colombian government, and Do. Miguel 
Antonio Caro, a member of the Colombian Academy, wrote several 
articles and letters treating Spanlsh-Amerlcan relationsoV 
Some of these are concerned with Slmdn Bolfvar and his role
as a liberatoro A H  are grouped under the title of Amistadea
; - 23Hispano°Americanas0 Alarcon repeatedly expresses his desire
for pleasant relations between Spain and the Spanish-speaking
countries of Americao His thought is that since Spain is
the mother country, she should be interested in her children^
Likewise, the children should respect and appreciate the
mother country0 /

Prologo a las Poesfas del Genera,! Ro's de Olano (1886)^
is a critical study of the poetry of Ros de Olano, a friend
and lieutenant general of Alarcon 1 s in. the African War<, ■
Alarcon expresses his long standing affection and admiration
for this man* Then he discusses his poetry, giving excerpts
from various poemso ■

Some of Alarcon's owa poetry is included in his Ultimos 
" ■ 15Escritoso In Versos are found five poems written between 

1880 and l886o Two of these are dedicated to women, one a 
beautiful marchioness and the other an unnamed woman0 One 
poem is written to five friends, expressing the poet's grati
tude fsr their earlier birthday greetings» The remaining two



are of a religious nature,, one dedicated to the Virgen de 
las itagusfiasj and the other to a man and wife who had 
generously constructed a church at their own expense=

Some of the author8s miscellaneous thoughts on a num=- 
her of subjects are found in Fensamlentos Sueltoso These 
were taken from a bundle of unused notes left by Alarcon,
Of special Interest is his attitude toward presentrday youtho 
He expresses the opinion that it is more satisfactory to 
have daughters than, sons' in the present society0 The modem 
young menj, he contendsP become disrespectful and independent 
at an-early ages expressing resentment and a sinister spirit 
of rebellion against parental authorityo Alarcon seems to 
have forgotten how Independent he was in his youth, and 
tends to blame present society, rather than yduthfulness 
itself, -for this independence=

: This same lack of faith in the younger generation may 
be found in Dlclembre ( 1 8 8 7 ) This contains a pleasant, 
detailed description of the month of December, treating its 
natural, social, and religibus aspaotSd Toward the.end of 
the article, however, the author becomes very pessimistic and 
forebodingo He contends that he.sees the December, or end, 
of the civilized world, coming, because of the growing ma
terialist ie and atheistic movements. He condemns modern so~* 
eiety for judging everything by material values and holding 
religion and customs in little regard0 He sees a dark future 
for civilization because of this, Such a gloomy attitude
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.is that of a man who has lost his jovial spirit and is sink
ing into the melancholy of sickness and age* It was only 
shortly after this that ilarc&’s health failed completely« 
Diciembre was the last article ever written by him#

Of :the last two volumes treated in this chapter^ the 
shorter one* Histprla. de Mis Librqss is the valuable one* ; 
because of the background it furnishes for llarcdn8 s writings* 
mtlmos Escrltos contributes little to the sum total of the 

. author8s works* Rather than offering, new information or 
ideas9 it is composed largely of miscellaneous additions to 
what Alarcon has said or done before* There is a tendency 
throughout to look back into the past and dwell thereino



■. CHAPTER IX$ WORKS OMITTED BY iL'ARGdN 
; IK HIS O W  GOLLEOf iOK

In M s  Historia de Mis IiibroSa Alarcon explains that
he wishes to limit the .writings ineluded in his complete
works„ He purposely omits articles of transitory purpose or
passing interests and includes only those which he considers 

■' ' aworth preserving« His Obras Oompletas, therefore9 far
from being complete, withhold a large group of his worts®

Agustfn Aguilar yTejera has attempted to improve this 
situation by collecting and republishing some of Alarcon's 
juvenile work So In Dos Angeles Cafdos y Qtro s Escrltos 
Olvldados0 he offers thirty-two selections which first 
appeared in Eco de 0ccidenteo All of these were published 
in G-ranada, in 1854P when the twenty=one~year=old author 
was yet struggling to make a name for himself0 Since they 
were never later collected in a volumes they have been for
gotten by all except perhaps the most erudite- scholars• Agui
lar does not speculate as to why these works were omitted 
by Alarcon when.he was making his collection, but merely • 
presents' them as examples of his earliest literary endeavorso^ 

■ Dos Angeles Oaf do s v Otros Escritos 01 vi dados,, published 
in 1924, contains eight articles, five narrations, and nine
teen selections of poetry® In 1928, Aguilar published a 
second volume9 called Verdades de Paho Pardo y Otros Escritos

' 133 - : .
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' h •01YldadoSo * which.Includes only the articles and narrations» 

HIs prologues to both volumes are essentially Identicalo 
Since the first volume is the more complete.onea it will be 
the on© treated here o '

in making his.collection of Alarcon8s forgotten workss 
Aguilar contends that he is merely attempting to further 
what Alarcon wished to do in one of them= In an article 
called Dha Poesfa Inedita de Esproncedan̂  Alarc&i holds that 
the manner in which Spain neglects its writers is shamefulo.
He says that9 while all other countries are careful to pre
serve, each word written by their literary men, Spain allows 
works by men like Espronceday for exampleg to become losto 
At the end of the article, he presents an unedited poem by 
Sspronceda9 A Pna Cie&ac,̂ Aguilar holds that9 with this same 
attitude toward preserving the works of famous mens he is 
making his collection of :Alaredn,ls compositions6̂  Perhaps 
the very reason that ^igrcdn omitted this article from his 
works was so that others might not feel justified in repub^ 
lishing his early writingso..'. : y. .

It is not difficult to conjecture as to why Alarcon 
omitted his juvenile articles from his Obras GompletaSo . In

' 8 v ■ - - ' •El Mundo Huevo, for example, he gives, a rather ugly descrip
tion of a slum district of Malaga9 and criticizes the city 
for allowing such conditions to exist0 In a later travel 
article in 1884, De Granada a Malagas - he recalls his- horror 
at that early date over the neighborhood, and expresses his ,



pleasure over the way •conditions have improved sine© that
Q . V ’ ' • \ ■ .tlmeo iiareon probably, felt that since conditions had im» 

proved by the time he collected his works, there was no 
point in. including the first artiel@o

:&& Musica en el Biglo and Apuntes Biograficos (Don
Vicente Ouyas) : are both concerned with the subject of
musico The first article mentions the contributions which 
are being made by other countries to the field of music9 
concluding with the thought that Spain, meanwhile^ is wast
ing its time on zarzuelas* The' second article is a eon-̂  
tinuation of this thoughts and:.contends that the Spanish 
public is as ready for fine music as any othero He then 
iheludes a biographical sketch of Vicente Guy as 9 a young 
musician who died just as his career was getting under way0 
These articles remind one of the attacks Alaro^h mad'e against 
zarzuelas from 1857 to 1859s published in his Qbras Oompletas 
under the title of Oontra las Zarzuelaso It may be because 
of the later articles that Alarcon omitted these two early 
mas from his colleetiono The later ones arei more emphatic 
and to the point, while the early .ones digress somewhat on 
other matterso . ' -

In making his collection .of works, Alarcon;.would have 
had to decide whether to include Lo Que Be Oye Desde Mi 
VeUt ana^  ̂or Lo Que Be Oye . Desde- una Bill a del Prado (1874) 
Since they are nearly Identical= He chose the one written 
in 1874p probably because he generally .regarded his .later



worfcs as more valuable than his juveline oneso .Both are 
composed of disconnected and Incomplete conversations and . 
comments overheard 'by the authors first from his window and 
later from a park henoh„ Toward the end of the 1854 articles 
there are comments to the effect that El Eco de Occidente 
is going to publish a translation of a poem by a Russian 
poetp Derzhavin^ He concludes with this poemg Oda a Dioso^S 

Three articles in Aguilar.$s colleotloh reveal Alarcon 
as a romanticist and dreamer0 Granada a Vista de Buho^^ 
presents a poetic'picture of Granada at night9 in which the 
author8 s imagination runs riot<, Young Pedro imagines that 
the rooftops are lifted, allowing him to view and describe 
scenes of human interest0 In Del Baile en General v del 
Baile: del Licee en f articular*??*■' the'1 young, romanticist .' refleets 
upon the joy of dancing, recalling the emotions.one feels 
when whirling around ;the floor with a lovely girl in one8s 
arms,, Astronomfa^^ contains a discussion of astronomy® To 
Alarcon, one of its greatest advantages is that it enables 
man to reall ze the grandeur of God8 s worka In thi s artiel©g 
he reflects upon the possibilities of inter=»plaretary com= 
munieation,'and imagines the consequences thereof0 It is. . ; :
possible that he considered all three of these articles un^ 
worthy of collecting because of their imaginative, specula*̂  
tive character^

La Hermosaa ^  one of the five narrations in Aguilar8s 
collection, would have certainly been a valuable addition. .
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to Alarcon’s Tolurae of* Oosas Quo Fueronffi for it Is a direct, 
compliment to the article3 La Fea320 which was written the 
year beforeo After writing La Fea, a discussion of ugly 
women, Alarcon feels it his artistic duty to make a similar 
study of the heautiful ones in La Hermosao He begins by 
begging the pardon of all beautiful womeno It is rather 
amusing that he:was not too concerned about provoking the 
anger of the ugly ones? but is quite worried over the pos
sibility of losing the .favor of the attractive, ones® He 
has little regardj however, for the woman who has nothing 
to bffer except beauty itselfo He criticizes this type for ■ 
her vain selfishnesso This is the same disapproval:of . 
purely carnal beauty that is found in two other narrations,
La Bellena Ideal (1854)21 and El Ooro de Angeles (1858)*22

The short storya Dos Angeles .Qaidos0 is a romantic; - .
one0 The title refers to two fallen "angels,^ Adela and 
Luis, whose high ideals were dashed to the ground by dis
illusionment oyer their pure love affaire Through a series 
of coincidences, the; lovers9 weary and much wiser, are re
united after nine years of separation, to live happily ever ; 
aftero The romantic character of this story reminds one 
of the early notel, El Final de hormao All of the incidents 
are dramatic and artificials Alarcon probably considered this 
too juvenile in tone for his collection^ ‘

Yerdades de Paho Pardo^ may have been omitted from 
ObraS Gompletas because of its transitory quality^ Alarcon



tells -of his experience with a miserable^ poverty-stricken 
family which gives him shelter daring a storm* He mentions 
their attitndes toward' the government. and nhfair taxationP 
and reveals that.his sympathy is with them0 This shows the 
young., hot-headed^ - revolutionary ilarcpn who is clamoring 
for democratic reforms: in government0 In his later , years$, 
when he collected his writingsp he would have considered 
this I n  poor taste and thus omitted it<>

The two remaining narrations collected by Aguilar treat 
religiono The author enters the realm of symbolism in 
Leyenda Saferadao This tender and beautiful story tells
of a strange princess who came to the Valley of'Misery 
e.lghteen hundred and fifty-four years .before, and taught man 
to love one another and find' happiness with Godo The name 
^of this princess was ‘’Christian Religiono " A  brief, but.
interesting^ history of Mohammed is presented in De Como

12^Mahoma Llego a Ser Pro feta. A l a r c o n  points out that Moham
med gained his following by'.falsely fepre sent in g himself as 
a prophet 9 and that his. motives were entirely s el fish« One g 

may make a conJecture as to. why Alarcon omitted these two h  
stories from his Obras Completaso During his later years$, . 
he was accused of being ultramontane, and almo st anything he 
Said on the subject of religion was immediately attacked by 
■ someoneo Perhaps when he came to these stories,' one an 
idealistic one about Christianity,; and the other representing 
Mohammedlsm as having a rather false foundation, he anticipated
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further misinterpretation and criticism,, and thus discarded: 
themo ' ^

In Aguilar8 s - collect ion are nineteen' selections' of 
poetrys listed as Poesfaso^ Ten of these have' romantic 
themess and are dedicated to women the poet has known or to 
. the subject of love in general<> Two contain expressions 
of his Christian beliefsg and two others offer more morbid 
thoughts of deatho There is:also a poetic tribute to the 
city of Granada j, and a light and friendly letter to a friend« 

The three remaining poetic . selections, merit ■•separate 
discussiono The first of these is A Mi Qnerido Amigo Pablo 
Jimenez de Torres en el Album Punebre de su Madre0 : Here
Alarcon expresses his deep ssnapathy: to a friend who has Just-
lost his mot her. a The expression of love and respect’ for
his own. mother which he Includes reveals young Pedro as an .
extremely devoted sono, The other two poemss La Guerra de 
Orient©^ and A la G1 oriosa Muerte del Coronel don Patricio

■ 30 ‘ • ' , • - ■ - -/Brayf are important because of their political implications^ 
Alarcon is; seen in both as an exalted liberal = He blesses 
the martyrs of libertyg and urges all oppressed people to 
stand up for their own rights, cry out for libertys and fall 
upon their tyrants®

In La Ilustracidui® Periodico .Universal,, are four other 
compositions not included in Mar con* s works x'or mentioned in

- ' ' - ' '-r ■■■■'■ - . • ' ■ 31criticisms® These have been reviewed by Joseph Sanches0 
Sanchez tells that in La Bo rt era de VI etc r Hugo (1855 -



the author visits Hugo8 s old residence and is shown about 
by Hugo6s janitresso He makes a visit to Balzae^s tomb and 
gives a short review of Balzac8s major works in La Tumba de 
Balzac (1856) and presents a picture of Na,poleon9 his 
downfall and exiles, in Napoleon en Santa Elena (1855)»
Mananas de Abril % Mayo (1856)^ is a mixture of dialogue. -. 
and description with a love affair as a slight plot = This 
was Alarcon8s contribution to a collection of short stories 
by various writers. : .

In addition to these workss there is a poems A Marfa 
. H o p p e which was published in La Ilustraclcfn Bspanola y 
Americana in 1878o Alarcon dedicates this, to a, f if teen- 
year-old girl whom he has known and loved, for years^ .

. ,lhen he collected and published, his works during the 
years of his retirement, Alarobn undoubtedly had personal 
reasons which seemed great enough to Justify the omission 
of the compositions mentioned in this chapterD Regardless 
of his own opinionss, howeverp nil of his works are important 
to one who is attempting to understand him0 The modern 
reader is especially grateful to Agustfn Aguilar y Tejera 
for bringing forth so many of the Juvenile works which were 
withheldo These selections, romantic, fresh, and spontaneous, 
add greatly to the understanding of Alarcon as a literary 
figure p .



CONCLUSION

Harc&i's life was a colorful one, full of a wide 
variety of interesting expertenoes, ' His literature is the 
sam©s, since the very activities and attitudes which he ex« 
perienced throughout•his life are expressed therein^ His 
works portray everything from local customss - high. soeiefy9 
political situations 9 personalities $ and travel s$» to humor
ous happenings = Of all of them9 Msrnarrations are the "best,
His lighty picturesqueg humorous narrative style appeals to
alla and has continued to make him one of Spain9 s most widely

■ 1 '■ ' ' . ' ' •- -■ ; : read noyelistsp in spite of the small critical mention in
manuals of 1 itenatureo

Perhaps Al-arc<5n,"* s greatest faults from the standpoint 
of achieving subsequent literary fames was in being too un
settled and restlesso He made the mistake of becoming In
volved in politicSj, and of being inconsistent in- his ideasr
with the result that he did not fit solidly into any one

/ ■ _: . ■>.;' ' . ‘ 
group of writers or thinkers0 His early writingss for instance,
are romantic9 while his later ones are largely realistic®
There is often a combination of these two elements, so that
his works fit into neither the romantic nor realistic school
of literature^ His political ideas underwent an extreme
changeo In his youth, he was radical, and often involved
in liberal uprising and revolts, thus incurring the displeasure
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of those 1*1 powero When he later became conservative and 
traditional,, he was crit 1 zed for changing and accused of 
insincerityo . He appears to have had a talent for being on 
the wrong side of the fenceg thereby subjecting himself to 
constant critieismo This is probably one reason why some 
Of his works have been ignored by:critics since his deatho 

The publicp howeverP was another things. Alarcon8 s 
writings showed the people a picture of themselves and their 
societyo His worksg. typical of the popular Spanish ideals,, 
and filled with scenes of public interests were eagerly 
acceptede He was a man of his timer, idealistic,, patriotic,, 
and re sties St, The public accepted and acclaimed him as such 
Many of his compositions were written expressly for his own 
epochj, and thus may not hold interest for the average modern 
readero This? thens would be another reason why they are not 

widely discussed by today8s critieso
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